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IMPORTANT NOTICE
Please read this and the following sections
entitled “Disclaimer” and “FAQ’s” carefully.
The capital value of units within the fund can
fluctuate and units can go down as well as
up and is not guaranteed. If you are in any
doubt as to the actions you should take, you
should always consult your own Independent
Financial Advisor (“IFA”) before making any
investments from your portfolio.

Any agreement between the distributor
and you as a purchaser and in relation to
any sale and purchase, of MContent token
(as referred to in this whitepaper) is to be
governed by only a separate document
setting out the terms and conditions (the
“T&Cs”) of such agreement. In the event of
any inconsistencies between the T&Cs and
this whitepaper, the former shall prevail.
No regulatory authority has examined or
approved any of the information set out in
this whitepaper. No such action has been
or will be taken under the laws, regulatory
requirements, or rules of any jurisdiction. The
publication, distribution or dissemination
of this whitepaper does not imply that the
applicable laws, regulatory requirements or
rules have been complied with. There are
risks and uncertainties associated with the
MContent project and/or the Distributor and
their respective businesses and operations,
with the MContent token. This whitepaper,
any part thereof and any copy thereof must
not be taken or transmitted to any country
where distribution or dissemination of this
whitepaper is prohibited and/or restricted.

The MContent token is not intended to
constitute securities in any jurisdiction. This
whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus
or “offer of document” of any sort and is not
intended to constitute an offer of securities
nor a solicitation for investment in securities,
in any jurisdiction.
This whitepaper does not constitute or
form part of any opinion on any advice to
buy or sell, or any solicitation of any offer
by the distributor/vendor of M Content
Digital Marketing Limited nor Seed Platform
Information Technology LLC to purchase any
MContent tokens nor shall it or any part of
it, nor the fact of its presentation, form the
basis of or be relied upon in connection with,
any contract or investment decision. The
distributor will be an affiliate of MContent
and will deploy all proceeds of the sale
of MContent tokens to fund MContent’s
project, businesses and operations. No
person is bound to enter into any contract
or binding legal commitment in relation
to the sale and purchase of the MContent
token and no cryptocurrency or other form
of payment is to be accepted on the basis of
this whitepaper.

No part of this whitepaper is to be
reproduced, distributed nor disseminated
without including this section and the
following sections entitled “Disclaimer” and
“FAQs.”
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DISCLAIMER
This is a limited report on our findings based upon our analysis, in accordance with good
industry practice as at the date of this report, in relation to cybersecurity vulnerabilities, issues
in the framework and algorithms based on smart contracts, the details of which are set out
in this report. In order to get a full view of our analysis, it is crucial for you to read the full
report. Whilst we have done our best in conducting our analysis and producing this report, it
is important to note that you should not rely on this report and cannot claim against us on the
basis of what it says or doesn’t say or how we produced it. It is important for you to conduct
your own independent research and consult your own Independent Financial Advisor before
making any decisions or investments.
By reading this report or any part of it, you agree to the terms of this disclaimer. If you do not
agree to the terms, then please immediately cease reading this report and delete & destroy any
and all copies of this report downloaded and/or printed by you or any third party.
This report is provided for information purposes only, on a non-reliance basis and does not
constitute investment advice. No one shall have any right to rely on the report or its contents, M
Content Digital Marketing Limited, Seed Platform Information Technology LLC and its affiliates
owe no duty of care towards you or any other person, nor does M Content Digital Marketing
Limited, Seed Platform Information Technology LLC or its affiliates make any warranty or
representation to any person on the accuracy or completeness of this report. This report is
provided “as is”, without any conditions, warranties or other terms of any kind except as set
out in this disclaimer and hereby excludes all representations, warranties, conditions and
other terms (including, without limitation, the warranties implied by law of satisfactory quality,
fitness for purpose and the use of reasonable care and skill) which but for this clause, might
have effect in relation to the report. Except and only to the extent that
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Every time in the world when there has been a disruption, whether you look at Web 2.0,
inception of social media or Web 3.0, it sounds like a very difficult dream but everything has
happened one after another and led to an impactful impression to create opportunities. Web
3.0 enabled us to turn consumers into owners and this is what the power of blockchain does.
Our belief is to drive a content revolution by converting viewers into actual owners of the
content. Before it’s inception in June 2021, what looked like a dream project for our founder
has translated into a reality with the help from the core team and it is today with a conviction
and belief in the idea, that this project is growing to it’s full potential.
MContent aims at utilizing the new asset which is a cryptocurrency, taking money out of that
unstable asset and putting it into a Real Life asset which has the potential to grow, sustain
and become resilient. That is content.

The total streaming economy in the world is anticipated to
cross 210 billion dollars by 2026
Although there is tremendous growth of OTT platforms and film businesses globally, the world
of filmmaking and content creation has remained a dream for billions of people around the
world. While the world enjoys streaming movies online while paying for subscription fees, the
dream of film students as they graduate from a film school hardly realizes as they are never
able to raise the amounts of funds required for film production to get the desired team,
equipment, studios, and talent to complete a project.

95%

of the global film school graduates each
year end up in alternate careers

Even if these talented film makers manage to make a s m a l l film with a limited amount of
funding t h a t they c a n i n v e s t t h e m s e l v e s , they are never able to get the attention of
the streaming networks or film distribution companies and mostly end up frustrated looking
for other careers.

99%

of capital-intensive content
creators never get to produce
their dream project in their life

99%

of the films produced
for cinema do not get a
cinema screening

With so many film students getting their degrees each year, the frustration continues to grow
and only those who have deep financial pockets, connections with studio’s, a n g e l
i n v e s t o r s o r e v e n advertising bosses, can get their film ideas across. As a result, the
remaining 99% of talent are never able to showcase their ideas and the world’s audience is
therefore deprived of fresh, talented and amazing stories that never see the light of the day.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
There is a lack of mentors, supporters or an investors who would believe in their ideas and
provide them the funding they need to motivate them to produce quality content. It is evident
that the big networks and studios are only comfortable in working with established film
makers and never take a risk with upcoming talent no matter how talented they are.

95%

of professional youtubers don’t get to the
minimum monetization mark which means
they don’t get to the minimum subscribers and watch
hours for them to start earning.

Most of these creators turn to the centralized world of content applications who offer
monetization but with very high entry levels and profit sharing that ends up with more
frustration as it requires their valuable time, effort and money. Sometimes they are not able to
get the right number of viewers and subscribers until they start earning money. On the
contrary, shorter video formats with very low quality standards are being promoted by
applications like Tik Tok, taking the spotlight away from quality, meaningful content and
storytelling.
We believe content is the biggest asset that has value, is resilient to stand the test of time
and has the potential to increase in value.

Funds
Global Interest

Access
Platform

Risk Tolerance

Eco System

On the other hand, no content platform until now has ever thought about rewarding the
viewers and consumers of content. Viewers are the goal behind the content, where
companies sell the profiles of users and the users pay to subscribe but are getting nothing in
return. Without those subscribers and advertisers, the platforms wouldn’t survive. MContent
is trying to address this issue by utilizing the power of blockchain to help underwrite the
rewards program.
Providing the opportunity to talented content creators and film makers to get funding for
their projects by gaining a global audience through the MContent platform. This brand new
app will be a marketplace between content creators, buyers and even viewers. This product is
the first of it’s kind in the world and gives crypto investors the power to invest in real life
products with the project, with long term utility.

MARKET LANDSCAPE
Global box office revenue amounted to 12 billion U.S. dollars in 2020.
With theatres closed across the globe for the majority of 2020 due to the coronavirus pandemic,
the figures represent a sharp decrease from previous years. By comparison, the global revenue
in 2019 was 42.2 billion U.S. dollars. As we recover from Covid, the film industry is already
seeing a rally back to where it was in 2019.

Global box office revenue 2004-2020, by region

OTT PLATFORMS ON THE RISE
Over-the-top (OTT) media revenue is expected to reach over 210 billion U.S. dollars by
2026, more than double the 106 billion generated in 2020.
The service has experienced massive growth over the eight years, with revenues growing
exponentially from 6.1 billion U.S. dollars in 2010 to over ten times that amount in 2020. Even
though the OTT platforms are growing, the independent film makers are still struggling to get
the attention or funds from these leading players

Over-the-top (OTT) TV and video revenue worldwide from 2010 to 2026 (in billion U.S. dollars)
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PROBLEMS FACED BY CONTENT
CREATORS

95%

of the scripts done for TV and web series globally
do not get the complete funding requirement which
means they never get produced

• Lack of funds to produce films that meet the quality standards that the audience demand
• Lack of attention from big studios, production houses, advertising companies, distribution
networks who never take a chance with talented newcomers unless they have strong
connections. They can only dream of getting their films placed on leading networks like
amazon, Netflix, hulu etc.
• The financial arrangements are such that the major chunk of profits is taken away by the
studios, investors, distribution companies; after all the hard work the film makers are left
with little motivation to continue perusing their dreams.
• The quality of film/story is hijacked by the repetitive and uncreative demands of the giants,
leaving little creative freedom to the storyteller
• Very high entry levels for monetization when they upload their content on leading platforms
of the world. Most of their content gets copied by other content creators and there is hardly
any copyright protection available for the small creators.

PROBLEMS FACED BY INVESTORS
There are many retail investors out there who have the potential and risk appetite to fund
these content creators, but they don’t have the access to this talent pool. Film and content are
the best form of entertainment to date and these investors would love to get the opportunity
to be a part of owning a piece of asset as powerful as content which has the resilience to stand
the test of time, provide entertainment and get returns on their investment, however there is
• Lack of access to talent pool
• Lack of guidance on how to invest
• Lack of a system that enables such an investment
• They look for asset backed investment opportunities which crypto hardly offers.
There’s a huge gap in the content industry today and decentralization is the need of the hour.
While we have the big giants (including the OTT platforms) in the content space like Netflix,
Amazon and YouTube, none of them are trying to address the real problem and the problem
remains that as an independent filmmaker or a content creator, you do not have the opportunity
to raise funding. Our belief is to drive a content revolution by converting viewers into actual
owners of the content. In June 2021, what looked like a dream project has translated into a
reality today with a conviction and belief in the idea that has a potential to grow.
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THE BIG IDEA
Creating a collaborative # W a t c h 2 E a r n content ecosystem that self-funds &
fuels the creation, trade, consumption, and production of content around the world using
the power of blockchain by enabling content creators to connect with potential investors.
Tokenizing content for the world’s biggest crypto based content platform.
In brief, this is a content revolution for the people, by the people, connecting content creators,
consumers and investors from all around the globe in one platform. A platform that is built on
the power of blockchain and tokenization but has the potential to be scaled out into multiple
crowd funding fintech models.

THE

Watch 2 Earn
CONTENT
REVOLUTION IS HERE
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VISION STATEMENT

Fueling a content Revolution using the power of blockchain thereby enabling millions of content
creators to change their lives using our eco system.

WHY TOKENIZED
Crypto has jet-fueled our progress this far. Tokenizing MContent has given us several advantages,
the most prominent being the ability to reach out to anyone, anywhere in the world. It allows
us to decentralize the process of funding content creators, giving our community to be a part
of the film-making process. Blockchain has allowed us to democratize the process, and now
we intend to challenge the status quo that have restricted themselves to a limited number
of studio’s, talent & ideas. The Hollywood for example is controlled by 5 major studios and a
handful of streaming services.
With MContent you don’t have to be rich to support the next great movie and earn a share of
the revenue. The platform gives you the opportunity to push a movie into production that you
think has potential.

1
INVESTMENT & SCALE
•
•
•
•
•

Shared ownership across the platform
Global outreach from day one
Seed scalability with large investor base
Transparency & record keeping of transactions
Proof of ownership through minting on the
blockchain

2

HUMAN CAPABILITY

• Combined experience of many decades
• Content creators & blockchain specialists
• Strong volunteer base

3

AUTOMATED USERBASE

• Accessing a 100,000 plus user base upon platform launch
• Content monetization from day one
• Global content consumption

4

STAKEHOLDERS OF SUCCESS

• Creating a stake holding for content creators,
film makers, YouTubers, artists, musicians,
10 celebrities and token holders
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INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS

Since 1918, the Gargash Group of Companies has established itself as a leading business enterprise
in the UAE with a portfolio diversifying into automotive, real estate, and investments. Gargash
successfully introduced leading global automotive brands into the UAE such as Mercedes-Benz,
Alfa Romeo, GAC MOTOR, SIXT Rent a Car in addition to presenting an industrial line of lubricants,
construction equipment and power systems. The group’s investment sector operating since 1998,
provides financial services, while the developing real estate sector offers its valued clients expert
residential, commercial and industrial property management assistance.

Daman Investments is a non-bank financial services company that was formed in 1998. Daman
and its group of companies have grown rapidly to be recognized as an authority in its core
markets which includes the UAE and the GCC.

Fiducia Capital is an asset management and investment banking advisory boutique that offers
investment management and corporate finance advisory services to private clients, family offices
and institutions. They are a fully integrated financial services platform offering a wide range of
wealth management and investment banking solutions.

Planet N Group is a growth markets oriented high-tech investment firm focused on the Greater
Middle East and Asia. Their portfolio spans financial inclusion, fintech, data science & AI, e-media,
e-health, blockchain, edutech and e-commerce across Egypt, Pakistan, UAE, Singapore and the
UK, with various other markets including Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Morocco and Saudi Arabia on
the horizon
11
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PARTNERSHIPS
Metaverse collaborations

At PwC, our purpose is to build trust in society and solve important problems. We’re a
network of firms in 156 countries with over 295,000 people who are committed to delivering
quality assurance, advisory and tax services. Find out more and tell us what matters to you by
visiting us at www.pwc.com.
stablished in the Middle East for 40 years, PwC has 22 offices across 12 countries in the region
with around 7,000 people. (www.pwc.com/me).
The services giant PwC has become the latest big business to jump on the metaverse
bandwagon. The firm’s Hong Kong wing has purchased imaginary real estate on The Sandbox – a
game where digital land has previously been purchased for a fee of upwards from $10,000. PwC
has already delivered phase 1 of Cineverse project for Mcontent. ( click here to read )

Villain Studios is an Amsterdam based, full service, independent production company, that
produces premium content in the reality and documentary space. It strives to produce content
that provokes, stirs up emotions and that makes an impact on people’s daily lives.

INSIGHT TV is a global broadcaster, content producer, and distributor focused on creating
empowering action sports, lifestyle, and entertainment content for the experience generation.
Insight TV has over 200 million subscribers with 125 million monthly views across Linear and OTT
platforms. Business Website: https://business.insight.tv/

ArabGt provides exclusive coverage of the most important car shows in the world, and our
programs include a variety of videos that show driving experiences in detail. A special
coverage program acquaints us with the latest models that appear in the world before they
arrive in our region, this is of course in addition to an accurate follow-up of the latest car
news and news of car companies in the world, in addition to a dedicated section that includes
videos.
12
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PARTNERSHIPS

The Better World Fund(TBWF) is an endowment fund, based in Paris, France. TBWF was
created in 2016 in response to a humanitarian impulse stemming from a society in need of
authenticity and truth. Beyond political, religious or cultural differences, we spotlight
Women’s Rights, Education, the Environment and Biodiversity. More than ever, we must
protect our planet. Since 2016, TBWF has been organising a series of high level events in key
locations across the world like Cannes, Venice, Los Angeles, Toronto, Monaco, Cairo, New
York, Saudi Arabia and the UAE.
“Cinematic Art At The Service Of Humanity”

Supercar Blondie, Alex Hirschi, is an Australian social media celebrity, presenter and
vlogger based in Dubai, UAE. She is best known for her automotive videos, which she posts
on a regular basis on Facebook, Instagram, YouTube and soon to happen, MContent’s new
platform. Supercar Blondie recently appeared in MContent’s advert on the release of their
app, which was greeted with great success from communities inside and out of the crypto
world. Supercar Blondie has over 70 million followers across all of her platforms and she
featured in the first communication from MContent.

Artsdao has built the next generation of alternative asset management – marrying Fidelity
& Christie’s – combining community, Web3, art collecting and asset management. They
have done this by building an ecosystem around a community of NFT collectors with
aggregate holdings in NFTs exceeding $100m. They have now partnered with MContent to
drive NFT engagement and collaboration opportunities.
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PARTNERSHIPS

A family-owned and operated group of companies spanning Finance, Production and
Ventures in Entertainment. Commercially and creatively minded - we back talent and ideas.
The Goldfinch Group is headquartered in London. Through Bird Box Finance we source
funding for film, TV and video game projects, having provided direct funds of over $200m and
been involved in the financing of 300+ productions since inception in 2014, with many going
on to win awards and critical acclaim. We provide executive production and co-production
services to these projects through Goldfinch Entertainment and from 2020, we’ve produced
in-house a select number of feature films and documentaries every year, supporting the very
best creative partners in achieving their ambitions. In 2022 we launched the Number 44, a
dedicated genre label and horror podcast series. Finally, we access venture capital for
businesses and individuals, to date supplying start-up funds to more than 20 company
founders including, First Flights and FF3, The Koop, and Goldfinch x Selectors. Goldfinch has
now partnered with MContent to upscale the content acquisition and productions vertical.

First Flights exists to harness and support emerging Filmmakers in creating bold and
ambitious content for a global audience. Over the last three years, we have established First
Flights as an incubator for emerging talent, ideas and IP. We are connected to close to 10,000
filmmakers and have created fifteen short films in eighteen months. We have also provided
learning and development events and panels regularly. The next evolution in First Flights
(FF3) sees us harness the power of Web 3.0 to continue in our mission to support the best
emerging creators and their stories. FF3, which successfully launched in Q1 2022, allows
filmmakers to allocate tokens to patrons who provide them with funding. Token holders will
be given access to tiers of NFT rewards along with priority access to the finished content and
more.
The platform recently signed an agreement with Decrypt to provide exclusive
marketing services to all listed projects; before, during and after their fund raising.
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LISTING

MContent is currently listed on the above exchanges and currently in talks
with 4 leading exchanges of the world. These exchanges will be listing MContent
during Q2 & Q3 2022. While many mid sized exchanges have shown interest in
listing MContent, our focus remains to be listed on 4 of the top 10 exchanges of
the world by the end of this year.
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MCONTENT BUSINESS LINES
Crowd funding through blockchain is the foundation stone of MContent. MSeed which funds
thousands of Content Creators & allows them to pursue their dream projects. Short films
‘Explicit’ & ‘Sour’ have gone through our full cycle and are now available to be viewed on the
platform

Products that define the legacy of MContent the MOriginals section is reserved for original
MContent Productions. The already popular blockchain series which is an MOriginal productions
and consists of the blockbusters ElSalvador’s Bitcoin Experiment and Regulating XRP as the first
two episodes are already available on the platform!

Our fully monetizable app platform is available in the form of web & mobile applications through
the app store and play store. The platform provides the content uploaders the opportunity to
earn MContent tokens from day one without any conditions of minimum watch hours or number
of subscribers. The platform also gives content viewers the opportunity to earn tokens.

MProductions is the newly launched full fledged production house of MContent which has
already delivered quality commercials for leading brands in Dubai. This vertical will be producing
commercials & video content for various multinational brands of the world.

The marketplace offering of MContent allowing Content Creators and owners to trade, auction,
buy & sell content with a global audience of buyers and sellers

The co-creation and requisitioning space that will allow global Content Creators and their clients
to meet all their sourcing & transactional needs.

MContent has partnered with several live events around the world. The MLive section
will be home to huge concerts and live sporting events from around the world.
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THE MCONTENT WATCH2EARN
PLATFORM
The MContent Watch2earn platform is built with the core purpose of enabling and changing
the lives of content creators around the world.
The platform is available on the Web (www.mcontent.net), Apple App Store and Google Play
Store. Users are able to connect their digital wallets to the platform and receive various
rewards in the form of MContent tokens, just for watching and commenting on our content.
No other platform gives the viewers such rewards on an ongoing basis. This is not a special
promotion that expires.
Currently the platform has three out the seven products activated
• MSeeds – Apply for seed funding for your next dream project
• MOriginals – Watch quality content produced by MContent and earn tokens as rewards
• MBrowse – Create, upload, Watch2Earn MContent tokens.
More of the seven products will be added in Q3, 2022.

www.mcontent.net
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MCONTENT LAUNCH AD
Featuring Super Car Blondie

CLICK HERE TO PLAY
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CLICK TO PLAY

THE #WATCH2EARN REVOLUTION
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THE MSEED PLATFORM
The MSeed product is specially designed to address the
problems of talented film makers who are not able to realize
their dream projects due to lack of funds.
This part of the application will allow users to upload their
dream idea in the form of a three minute video ‘Elevator Pitch’
giving a synopsis of their story, highlighting their market
audience, any previous experience and projected return on
investment. Though it is not compulsory, if the applicants can
mint their ideas as NFTs while sharing, they will be able to
secure IP and will be ensured that no one else can copy their
ideas.
Once the ‘Elevator Pitches' are uploaded on the app, the
MContent community votes on these videos. The uploaders can
also encourage their friends and families to vote for them just
to increase their chances. Once the voting time ends, the top 10
film ideas are selected to be taken to the next round which is
the MSeed Reality TV.
Imagine this round as the shark tank for content creators and film makers where in a live
show environment, the contestants get to present their ideas in detail to a panel of mentors,
judges and experts in the film making, production industries along with influencers and
related experts who have experience, to decide which projects have the best candidates. The
entire show is conducted live for the community of token holders. Out of the 10 contestants,
after the scrutiny process, the judges select the best 4 winners who are then provided with
their first funding instalment to start hiring staff, equipment and anything else they need to
get the project up and running. The funds are only disbursed after a thorough "Know Your
Client” disclosure and throughout the production process, the mentors guide and overlook
the project to ensure a quality output.
MContent through its MSeed Reality TV will fund 100 films by the end of 2022 and plans to
conduct two shows each month to cater to the large number of 'Elevator Pitches' being
received from all continents.
MSeed will fund projects starting from $5000 upto $200,000 depending on the nature of the
project, whether it is a short film, web series, travelogue, feature film, drama, music video,
format shows, game shows etc. The funds disbursed to the deserving creators will currently
be disbursed in their native currency, in three to four parts, whilst targets are met and
receipts handed in.
While the Content Creators Fund(CCF) will be used as the capital for the winning projects, the
community will also get an opportunity to invest in their favorite projects by buying into the
NFT’s, minted for the winning films.
MSeed projects have been funded and the released movies are available on the MContent
platform under the MBrowse section.

www.mcontent.net
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MSEED (INDIA CAMPAIGN )

Anuragh Kashyap is the recipient of several accolades, including four Filmfare Awards. For
his contributions to film, the Government of France awarded him the Ordre des Arts et des
Lettres (Knight of the Order of Arts and letters) in 2013.
Kashyap got his major break as a co-writer in Ram Gopal Varma's crime drama Satya (1998),
and made his directorial debut with Paanch,
Kashyap's prominence increased with the two-part crime drama, Gangs of
Wasseypur (2012). Kashyap subsequently co-produced the critically acclaimed drama The
Lunchbox, and the biographical drama Shahid (both 2013), the former earned him a BAFTA
Award for Best Film Not in the English Language nomination. His next films were the
anthology Bombay Talkies (2013), and the drama Ugly (2014). In 2016, Kashyap
directed Raman Raghav 2.0, a film inspired by the serial killer Raman Raghav. His next film
was the sports drama Mukkabaaz, which was released in 2018. The same year, he codirected India's first Netflix Original series, the crime thriller Sacred Games, based on Vikram
Chandra's novel of the same name and the romantic drama Manmarziyaan. He is also the
co-founder of a film production company, Good Bad Films.
The highly sought after and maestro Indian Director Anuragh Kashyap has recently
partnered with MContent to bring MSeed India to life, where talented filmmakers will be
able to receive mentorship & funding to get their dream film projects produced
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MSEED x ANURAGH – LAUNCH AD

CLICK TO PLAY
The latest communication from MProductions features the legendary Indian director Anuragh
Kashyap rapping about the various issues faced by filmmakers when trying to get their film ideas
across.
This is the first communication of the mentorship program for India where Anuragh Kashyap
along with 2 other film mentors will screen through the entries received and decide the winners
and eventually provide mentorship and produce films for MContent.
Similar campaigns will be launched with different countries and leading film directors and
producers being part of the MSeed shows.
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MSEED JUDGES PROFILES

JUSTIN CROSBY

TellyCast podcast host | Founder Boom! PR
London, United Kingdom

Justin is a specialist B2B content industry PR and marketing consultant with a mission to help
clients sell more content around the world.
He launched Boom! PR in 2009. Some of his clients include award-winning content creators,
distributors, studios and industry organisations including Barcroft Studios, Pact, Zig Zag
Productions, Buccaneer Media, Drive, Vuulr, FirstLook TV, Brown Bob, Pernel Media, Icon Films
and Spring Films.
Justin also hosts TellyCast - the TV Industry News Review, a podcast dedicated to sharing
insights and opinion on the latest developments with the global TV industry's movers and
shakers. TellyCast is the fastest growing TV industry podcast and 'the TV industry's favourite
podcast' - Television Business International.

MIKE BASONE

SVP, Head of Unscripted at Neo Studios
Los Angeles, United States
Mike is an accomplished director and editor and has worked on short, mid, and long-form
content for ESPN, Fox Sports, HBO, EPIX, E! Network, and many others.
In his current role at Neo Studios, he has created, and executive produced the docuseries
called “Legacy: In the Shadow of Greatness" (Discovery+) that follows sports legends Dwyane
Wade, Evander Holyfield, Randall Cunningham and their children as they make their mark on
the sports world.
Prior to Neo, he was the Head of Unscripted at Whistle Studios where he helped build the
premium studio division for Team Whistle, most notably creating, developing, and executive
producing the NAACP Image Award and Realscreen Award nominated docuseries "Benedict
Men" (Roku Original), and the ultimate 1v1 basketball competition "Fightball".
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MSEED JUDGES PROFILES

KARIN BOCK-LEITERT

Global Communication Manager &
Executive Producer, Red Bull Media House
London, United Kingdom

Karin is an Emmy award-winning creator who develops, commissions, produces and directs all
kinds of media productions, from large scale live events to documentaries and bespoke
creative shorts.
Karin is a seasoned project manager and have a proven background in leading creative teams
and driving innovations and an instinct for potential, resilience, and strategic thinking.
She is well known for turning crazy ideas into actions. She create stories that entertain and
inspire - for live as well as non-live productions.

DANNY FENTON
CEO at Zig Zag Productions
London, United Kingdom

Danny has overseen the launch of Zig Zag offices in New York and Manchester. He Executive
Produces all Zig Zag content. He is also the founder of NIPA (New Independent Producers
Alliance).
Danny is a regular speaker at the conferences such as Sheffield Documentary Festival, EBU
Factual Entertainment Conference, Realscreen, The Format Convention.
As an experienced judge, he is often asked to judge Broadcast, RTS and Bafta award
ceremonies.
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MSEED WEB INTERFACE

Click here to watch the full
episode 1 of MSeed show

Click here to watch the mentors &
judges for Ep 1

www.mcontent.net
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MSEED WINNER FILMS
MContent through its MSeed vertical has funded 8 indie filmmaker projects and aims to fund a
100 film projects by the end of 2022.
The films below have been produced and available on the MContent platform.

WATCH FILM

WATCH FIDELS
TESTIMONIAL

WATCH FILM

SOUR

EXPLICIT

A series of eight episodes called The Suicide
Story, Sour tells the story the nuptial bliss of a
newlywed couple Mr. Godswill Chima Akande and
his sweetheart, Mfon nosedived into a dreadful
experience of unforgiveness, self-condemnation
and the throes of minor amnesia after the loss of
Godswill’s mother in a fatal motor accident

A young college girl, who sends her nude selfies
to her boyfriend after he asks her for the intimate
pictures. Wickedly, he then chooses to distribute
these images on his social platforms. Within their
local culture this mistake is such a big crime that
she ends up losing everything and devastatingly,
eventually losing her life. This complex story has
a real use model in today’s society and can help
highlight the pitfalls of such actions and their
consequences.

FOR EVERY THOUSAND APPLICATIONS WE WILL FUND FIFTY CREATOR’S PROJECTS

SHORTS

FEATURE FILM

WEB SERIES

• Upto $5,000 for short films *
• Upto $20,000 for feature length films *
• Upto $200,000 for web series *
* any genre / category

PHASE 1 FOCUS: INDEPENDENT FILM MAKERS
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s
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THE MCONTENT PLATFORM
#watch2earn
The MBrowse section of the app is made for the talented content creators who work hard in
making video content like Vlogs, interviews, cooking shows, funny content, gaming videos,
educational videos, or any kind of simple video content to showcase their talent with the
hope of getting monetized and earn money.
But due to the high demands of entry for monetization and restrictions of platforms like
YouTube, Vimeo etc they are unable to earn anything in return for their efforts while also
giving away a huge portion of their earnings, if they make any.
On the MBrowse platform, users can now upload their original content that they may have
put on other content platforms and start earning MContent tokens from their very first view
and very first subscriber. Though MBrowse is more rewarding for original content creation,
existing videos of content creators from other platforms are equally encouraged to be
uploaded for rewards. Important to note that there is a strict copyright and content policy,
where copyright infringement may lead to the violating accounts being banned and tokens
confiscated.
The platform has been designed to allow people to showcase their talent to the world and be
able to monetize it easily. Every like, subscriber and new view will reward them with
MContent tokens which have the opportunity to rise in value, unlike traditional fiat currencies
which don’t as a general rule, ruling out market fluctuations.
No other platform is currently thinking about the
viewers and consumers of content like MContent.
Instead these viewers provide advertising
revenue, data profiles and subscription fees in
return for NOTHING. MContent cares for these
viewers, equally as well as the content creators.

Click on the picture above to view MContent’s
app launch with special guest,
Supercar Blondie

www.mcontent.net
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MBROWSE WEB INTERFACE

www.mcontent.net
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MCONTENT TOKEN UTILITY ON
THE APP
Unlike other content platforms, there are no minimum entry levels for monetization like subscribers
or watch hours before which the content creators or users will start earning. The MContent
platform is designed to reward creators and viewers for their various actions on the platform right
from the very start.
Users will earn MContent tokens based on the below actions.
All Users:
•
Downloading the App
•
Complete profile
•
Connect wallet
•
Refer a friend
•
Watch a video
•
Uploading videos to MBrowse
•
Like a video
•
Daily Check-in’s
•
Sharing MContent videos
The users will after future builds be able to use MContent tokens to buy more actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Subscribe to MOriginal (Once subscription is applied)
Buy best placement for their videos on MBrowse
Promote their content
Buy gifts that can be presented to other content creators
Buy emoji’s to send out on Live Stream’s
Register for NFT reward program
Buy NFTs to be part of the film making and big ticket items
Buy Cineverse cinema tickets and metaverse shows for their films

A minimum amount of tokens earned, which are needed before anyone can transfer to their personal wallet is one billion tokens (1,000,000,000).
All transfers will be liable for the 10% transfer tax and gas fees associated with all cryptocurrency trading.
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DIGITAL WALLET REWARDS

Mcontent is now launching the wallet & swap functionality on the MContent platform. Along
with being able to fund, own, stream & publish content, users will now be able to earn, hold
& trade crypto as well.
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THE MCONTENT PLATFORM
The MOriginal product is all about producing quality content through the CCF and ensuring
the viewers get quality entertainment. The movies being produced under MOriginals are
currently around blockchain mass adoption. To date, twelve projects have been funded out of
which two are available to be viewed on our platform titled 'El Salvador Vs The World Bank’
and ‘The Ripple Vs SEC Saga'.
The first of its kind, an animated series on crypto is almost complete with award winning
animators, ‘Alex Got Rekt’.
The most awaited MOriginal production is the story titled “The Unexpected Rise of CZ &
Binance” featuring the CEO himself, in a rare interview. This will be releasing on the platform
in Q2 of 2022.
With the MOriginal section, MContent is committed to bringing quality entertainment which
will give fresh content to the 'boxset viewers' along with the opportunity to earn MContent
tokens as well. Each time they watch an MOriginal production or share the promotions from
our app, to their social networks, they are rewarded with MContent tokens.
Very soon MContent will be entering the Hollywood & Bollywood communities, working with
leading actors and Production Houses to release movies for blockchain mass adoption. To
help viewers with their ever increasing demand for entertainment consumption, MContent is
partnering with leading content syndication companies to acquire films and content for our
audiences.
Current productions include shows around the concept of the Metaverse, 360 degree videos
and content on trending topics with the leading celebrities who will help drive a clearer
understanding of the blockchain virtual world.
MContent has partnered with various leading OTT platforms and content syndication
companies to sell the Intellectual Property(IP) rights of the movies produced under
MOriginals, to increase revenue sharing for our token holders.
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MORIGINAL WEB INTERFACE
Watch MOriginal films and earn MContent tokens for doing so #Watch2earn

www.mcontent.net
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PRODUCTIONS OF MORIGINALS
DEEP DIVE

The property of MOriginals is designed by MContent ExCo and is funded according to concept
and production scale.

EL SALVADOR VS. THE WORLD BANK
Highlighting the epic fight between the World Bank and El
Salvador in a captivating twenty minutes drama documentary
filmed in South America in Spanish(with English subtitles). The
production house for this project is Villain Studios from the
Netherlands. First part is available to view on YouTube until it is
fully loaded on our platform.

WATCH TRAILER

THE RIPPLE VS. SEC SAGA
The Dispute between Ripple and SEC regarding XRP being
declared as a security instead of a utility is a story that the world
wants to know more about. This investigative report covers both
sides of the stories in a balanced MOriginal documentary.

WATCH TRAILER

THE UNEXPECTED RISE OF CZ & BINANCE
The Binance eco system today is bigger in size than some of the
world’s economies. From an executive who sold his house in US
back in 2015 in order to buy some Bitcoin to becoming a global
business tycoon; CZ has had a roller coaster of a journey. In this
journey he has made many global fans and he has also found
those who object to his unexpected rise.
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ALEX GOT REKT
Story on how exactly Alex Got REKT and how he overcame that
failure and got on the Path to success, the road to Financial Freedom.
Alex Got into the crypto space in 2017 and the market crashed
in 2018, since then he has held on to his portfolio even started
accumulating more, in 2021 as soon as the bull run returned, he
became a Millionaire and now is on a mission to teach people how
not to get REKT and be on the path to financial freedom.

WATCH TRAILER

WEIN EL LAMBO
A group of friends from around the world meet online through
crypto chatrooms. They make a pact that once they become
millionaires they will move in together to Dubai. What happens
next is not at all as planned! The life of “5 friends, 5 traders”
in a comedy series filmed in the Middle East. The shortlisted
production house is Media Triangle Dubai in association with
ArabGT. Wein El Lambo (Wen Lambo) has already been filmed
and is currently in editing.

MYSTERY OF THE METAVERSE
Everyone is talking about the metaverse. In the former episodes
on NFTs and blockchain games, we have already gotten a
glimpse into what this could be, and in this last episode we dig
deeper into the question: what is the metaverse and how can
it change our online lives? According to Mark Zuckerberg, who
changed Facebook’s name into Meta, it is “the next frontier” of
the internet. Analysts describe it as a virtual universe that blends
aspects of digital technologies including video-conferencing,
games like Minecraft or Roblox, cryptocurrencies, email, virtual
reality, social media and live-streaming. In the metaverse, people
from all over the world will use avatars to interact with digital
assets and even physical objects via augmented reality. As many
companies are trying to get a piece of this metaverse, there are
still a lot of challenges ahead: how to make sure that all these
different platforms are compatible with one another? Can the
internet handle it? And how to face the challenges in underlying
technologies (e.g. regulation of crypto, misinformation on social
media) in this new metaverse?
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THE NFT PHENONEMON
The popularity of NFTs, or non-fungible tokens, exploded in
popularity last year with recording-breaking, multimillion dollar
sales and celebrities jumping on the bandwagon. A non-fungible
token, or NFT, is a unique, irreplaceable identifier created by an
algorithm: A distinct barcode for a digital piece of art or collectible,
made possible by blockchain technology. NFTs are used in videogames, and will be central to the making of the metaverse. They
are also used for physical objects, sports collectibles, music
albums, digital fashion and even tweets. Memes of apes, cats
and penguins are bought at high prices so that their owners can
be part of the online NFT communities and they are especially
booming in the art world, where digital art in the form of NFTs
is becoming more and more popular among crypto-enthusiasts
and artists alike. Last year Christies sold a 10-second video clip
known as “Crossroads” by the digital artist Beeple at auction for
$69 million. Why are people prepared to pay so much for a digital
artwork that can be accessed by everyone on the internet? And
in what other revolutionary ways can NFTs be used in the future?

THE ALTERNATE ECONOMY OF NIGERIA
The crypto market in Nigeria is booming. Estimates show that of
the top 10 countries for trading volumes, Nigeria ranked third
place after the US and Russia in 2020. As unemployment levels in
the country are rising and Nigeria’s currency faces devaluation,
crypto trading has become especially popular among young
Nigerians looking for better opportunities. There has been a rise
of fintech start-ups and crypto-platforms, making the country an
interesting place for investors. At the same time, the government
has been skeptical about the growth of cryptocurrencies. Last
year in February Nigeria banned banks and other licensed
financial institutions from handling crypto transactions, stating
they were too volatile and often led to investment losses. As
one of the first countries in the world, the Nigerian central bank
also launched its own virtual currency, the eNaira. But so far the
country’s efforts have done little to dampen the enthusiasm for
crypto among Nigerian citizens.
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UPCOMING -BLOCKCHAIN LIFE SERIES
The upcoming Blockchain life series from MContent will feature some of the most prominent
personalities in the blockchain, crypto, NFT & Web3 space in a never seen before 44 minute
docufilm style format.
The series features CZ Binance, Nayib Bukele, Vitalik Buterin, Don Diablo, Ice Cube among various
other leading personalities and the series has already been sold to leading OTT platforms like
Insight TV & Amazon prime.
This MOriginal series will be covering some of the most trending & interesting topics in this space.

CZ Binance

Nayib Bukele
Don Diablo

Vitalik Buterin

Ice Cube

Inna Modja
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UPCOMING –WEB 3 WONDERLANDS

In the MOriginal The Web3 Wonderlands we follow, highlight and showcase six Web3
trailblazers and their groundbreaking ideas about the future of the internet. Everything we
know and love about the world wide web is changing rapidly and in this series we take a closer
look at the work of the people that help shape those changes – following the lead of some of
the most successful investors and thinkers of our modern, online age.
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UPCOMING CONTENT
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HOLLYWOOD PROJECT
MContent is announcing its first Hollywood venture with the highly acknowledged Christine
Peters, the famous director of How to Lose a guy in 10 days.
The project is already underway and very soon the details will be available to the MContent
Community.
Since she arrived in Los Angeles from London as Vice President of
Foreign Sales and Distribution for the Intercontinental Releasing
Corporation, Peters has worked her way up the ladder to her current
post as head of CFP Productions, based on the Paramount lot, where she
continues
to
develop
a
broad
slate
of
feature
films.

Christine Peters

In 2004, Peters produced the international hit How to Lose a Guy in 10
Days, which starred Kate Hudson and Matthew McConaughey, grossing
more than $177 million worldwide, $105 million in the U.S. alone. Peters
shepherded the romantic comedy from its beginnings as a book, whose
rights she purchased for $10,000. To date, the film has brought in nearly
half a billion in revenue through its theatrical release and ancillaries.
Christine has assembled a diverse team from production to financial
modeling, licensing and merchandising to product integration.
The daughter of a General Motors executive who lived in a variety of
different countries, Peters calls her background "unusual, but great,"
learning to speak seven languages. Her grandmother, a concentration
camp survivor, is her biggest inspiration.

Films by Christine Peters
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MCONTENT CINEVERSE
MContent is committed to use the latest technology to enable the lives of content creators
and ensure films stay ahead of the technology curve. We have combined the virtual world of
the Metaverse with a cinema to create the world's first Cineverse.
While others are dreaming about it, MContent went ahead and did the first virtual screening
in our Cineverse event at a beach in Dubai which was attended by leading celebrities,
influencers, media and investors who got the opportunity to watch our MOriginal films
though their Virtual Reality(VR) headsets while staring out to sea.
This was made possible due to a one of a kind collaboration with PwC , one of the top 100
companies in the Fortune 500, lead by their Head of Metaverse Technologies Jeremy Dalton
and his team of 30 people from London and Dubai who collaborated with MContent to bring
this idea to life.

Jeremy Dalton Head of Metaverse Technologies at PwC sharing his experience with Mcontent below;

Watch Video
Read articles on the MContent Cineverse event below;

MContent and PwC are now in their next phase of collaboration
in bringing the Cineverse to the masses and are currently
developing the technological and hardware solutions to make it
widely accessible. This includes procuring land in the leading
Metaverse and building a Cineverse experience giving people
no matter where in the world they are located, access to enjoy
a cinema experience with their friends and loved ones through
their VR head sets.
MContent is currently working with film makers and animators who are developing 360
degree video content exclusive to the MContent Cineverse, which will give our audience a one
of a kind experience of being inside the films. This will range from 360 experiences, live
sports and music events along with films made from a first person perspective. All this will be
available at the multiple experience zones that MContent is currently developing at public
spaces and hot spots around the world. These videos will be hosted on the MContent
platform.

Click on the pictures to view
the videos
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CINEVERSE EVENT

Super Car Blondie – Alex

Kareem Deeb (1.1M followers) and Leen
Aboushaar presenter MBC (1.5M)

Blake Michael Forbes Contributor and night US
Crypto influencer (1M)

nes Sebaine (266K) and husband Suhaib Shasaa
(483K) also you tubers and husband is founder
of unboxing geeks tech as well as car platforms

Voice of Dubai Ahmed Haffar
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Erika kulberg big US crypto influencers and
lawyer - 3M on Instagram 7M on TikTok

Abood & Noor famous twin duo 500K YouTube
241.5K TikTok
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MCONTENT CINEVERSE REVEAL
The Montent Cineverse will host multiple cinemas where movies will be screened virtually to
global audiences. The film makers on MContent panel will also be able to host their movies in
these cinemas. It will host NFT and art exhibitions, movie premiers where fans can now meet
their favorite celebrities at the red carpet and interact with them from the comfort of their
home or wherever they are in the metaverse.
The Cineverse promo released by MContent reveals a look into how the cineverse looks like
and will certainly change the game for cinema and film makers.
CLICK HERE TO WATCH CINEVERSE REVEAL
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THE NFT WORLD OF MCONTENT
The NFT model is taking the world by storm whether it
has utility in the shape of membership, a proof of
ownership, a voucher in exchange for real world goods
or a static artwork in 2D, 3D, music or even games, the
ownership of this Non-Fungible Token has a real world
utility that has not even been explored to its fullest
potential yet.
At MContent, we are interested in developing new
world technology around our own business model and
creating NFT's as digital tickets to our world first event
of a cinema in the metaverse, proved successful and
popular. Two hundred guests were sitting on a Dubai
beach in white leather chairs, eating popcorn and
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MContent NFT will be used for crowd funding for the biggest film production & live event
ventures where NFTs will be minted and sold, and each NFT buyer will share ownership into the
project. This will give the community and viewers an opportunity to be stakeholders in the movie
production process and reap benefits out of the proceeds from the success of the venture.
MContent is also offering a unique NFT experience where those who will buy the MContent NFTs
will be given VR headsets with MContent movie premiers anywhere in the world.
This ties in with real world utility, being part of a movie production process, which was highly
controlled and centralized earlier, as well as being owners of a highly appreciating piece of digital
artwork.
Later part of the year will see MContent partnering with major NFT artists to produce 9000 NFTs and
offering utility based NFT experiences to leading brands who are still trying to understand this new
space.
NFTs are changing the game for content creators. Other than securing their IP as it is minted off a
blockchain and available as a proof of ownership of the content, it will provide content creators with
royalties each time that piece of artwork is traded. This is what the artist community was lacking, not
getting their due share for their talent.
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World’s 1st Car Ownership NFT
Sold in minutes
MContent introduced the world’s first supercar ownership NFT
series. The unprecedented launch event saw the NFT, which gives
Mercedes-AMG GT Black Series ownership to 12 NFT holders for
one month per year along with a bespoke artwork by worldfamous NFT Artist Idriss B, sold in minutes.
The supercar NFT launch campaign also showcased digital
tutorials from mega auto-influencers Super Car Blondie and Arab
GT; and included the launch of a game-changing NFT collection
called “PROJECT BLACK” - selling the almost impossible to get,
Mercedes-AMG GT Black Series ownership to 12 NFT buyers. With
only a handful produced globally by the manufacturer, this AMG
has an overwhelming demand in the car fanatics industry and a
very limited number of individuals can get their hands on it,
especially in the global car capital of Dubai.
With multiple features including immense power, over 700
horsepower and a handmade engine, the Mercedes-AMG GT
Black Series is a unique masterpiece of German engineering.
Seeing the limited possibility and the high demand for such
vehicles, shared ownership NFTs were an immediate success
across the market. The NFT allows its buyers to own and drive the
car for a whole month every year. To deliver a more unique
experience, MContent tied up with a world-known artist Idriss B
who created a bespoke digital and physical artwork to be given to
the NFT buyers. A total of 12 NFTs representing a month in a year
are minted for each owner, with the accompanying 12 NFTs
initially gifted to the first buyers accompanying the one-of-a-kind
masterpiece by Idriss B whose high-profile clients include Akon,
Lindsey Lohan and Snoop Dogg.
NFT Artist Idriss B comments “I am super proud of being part

of this first amazing first of its kind across NFT. Not only is
the concept great but the car itself is a piece of art. The fact
that it is ferocious, powerful and rare inspired me to
sublimise it in the best way. When MContent came to me, I
was totally into the concept and had thousands of ideas
immediately, knowing the NFT element pushes boundaries
and gives me endless possibilities creatively, I also wanted
to represent the car and bring real value to the NFT
holders.”
Partner for the event Anas Bhurtun CEO of Arts Dao, a
leading global community of NFT Artists, collectors, and
enthusiasts says: “Arts DAO is excited to be partnering with
MContent for this one-of-a-kind event. Utility in the NFT
space is fast becoming the most valuable pillar for any
project, with “Project Black” utility at the forefront, allowing
luxury car enthusiasts to get behind the wheel of an AMG car
they might not have had the chance to drive otherwise. We’re
grateful to be able to help merge both the NFT and luxury car
world together, this is only the start of what NFT technology
can bring about”
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World’s First Car Ownership NFT
Real World Utility

CLICK TO PLAY

ARAB GT - Suhaib

Da Vinci with CEO MContnet

Idriss B with CEO MContent
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FUTURE PLANS WITH NFTS
MContent has big plans for NFT’s in the very near future. We will showcase different plans for NFT’s
and the utility for each of them have never been seen in this space.
Our main use case with NFT’s will be to fund content in different ways. This will first be tied to
projects that are invited to our MSeeds Reality show where projects are judged by people already
connected to the content industry in different ways. Those who don’t get funding from the CCF will
be able to receive funding by way of NFT’s through community support. Investors into these NFT’s
will receive a % of the content IP.
If these projects are sold to bigger platforms in the future, they will receive a return on their
investment by holding the NFT. We are also partnering with well-established content creators and
influencers to have projects made for them, the funding will come through NFT’s where investors
will own a % of the IP. If the project is sold multiple times, investors will receive a return each
time by holding the NFT.
MContent is currently working on huge Hollywood & Bollywood projects, which will all be
funded through NFT’s and the entire community will have the opportunity to be stakeholders in the
projects.
Lastly, we are branching out into physical real-world assets. Our first project for this is called
ProjectBlackNFT where we give investors a unique experience and investing in a Real Life appreciating
asset.
MContent plans to also use NFT’s in a future upcoming partnership inside a major metaverse project.
We will also release character based NFT’s of characters from our popular content plus other team
based pieces. MContent plans to change the way utility is viewed in the NFT space.
The MContent NFT’s will currently be hosted on the worlds leading NFT marketplace OpenSea.
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MCONTENT TOKENOMICS
We aspire to progress towards a sustainable and inclusive environment financially while benefiting all
stakeholders, ultimately striving for healthy development in the DeFi industry.
As for token allocation,Lockup and Vesting periods, we focused on creating a fair model that
prioritizes a sustained and healthy MContent growth while allowing a dynamic support system for
our content projects and an alluring reward program for our token holders.
Initial Circulation
Initial Token Circulation
% of total supply

Token Distribution

Amount of Tokens

% of Total Supply

Release Schedule

Burn Wallet

3,977,000,000,000,000

39.77%

Tokens Burnt

0

0

CCF
( Content creators 1,500,000,000,000,000
fund )

15.00%

25% at TGE, 75% locked till 2 years,
6.25% monthly linear vesting thereafter

3.75%

3,750,000,000,000.00

Marketing

500,000,000,000,000

5.00%

15% at TGE, 85% locked till 1.5 years,
7.083% monthly linear vesting thereafter

0.75%

750,000,000,000.00

Ecosystem

2,000,000,000,000,000

20.00%

22% at TGE, 78% locked till 3 years,
2.16% monthly linear vesting thereafter

4.40%

4,400,000,000,000.00

Seed/Private

1,000,000,000,000,000

10.00%

20% at TGE, 80% locked till 1.5 years,
4.44% monthly linear vesting thereafter

2%

2,000,000,000,000.00

IDO

1,023,000,000,000,000

10.23%

100% at TGE

10.23%

10,230,000,000,000.00

Total

10,000,000,000,000,000

100.00%

21.13%

21,130,000,000,000.00

Token Allocation
IDO, 10.23%,

Total Supply on Launch:
10,000,000,000,000,000.00 –
10 Quadrillion

Seed/Private,
10.00%
Burn Wallet,
39.77%,
Ecosystem,
20.00%,

Circulating Supply
6,026,245,053,435,320.00 –
over 6 Quadrillion
Total Burnt Supply till date:
3,973,754,946,564,680.00 –
just under 4 Quadrillion

Marketing,
5.00%,

CCF, 15.00%,

Allocations

Lockup & Vesting schedules

CCF

75% locked for 2 years with 6.25% monthly linear vesting thereafter

Marketing

85% locked till 1.5 years with 7.083% monthly linear vesting thereafter

Ecosystem

78% locked till 3 years with 2.16% monthly linear vesting thereafter

Seed/Private

80% locked till 1.5 years with 4.44% monthly linear vesting thereafter
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TOKENOMICS
The tokenomics have been designed in a manner to make the content eco system self-sustaining
while keeping the liquidity pool as strong as possible.
We take a 10% transaction tax on every buy & sell on the decentralized exchanges and disperse
it in the following manner:
»5% is taken in order to build the Liquidity Pool on PancakeSwap further securing the price floor
»4% is allocated to the Content Creators Fund (“CCF”) which is used in various ways to fund and
pay for content creation within the platform
»1% is redistributed to all MContent holders, generating passive income over time
• All transactions are limited under 1% of total supply to mitigate price volatility
• Due to the initial burn of 39.7% total supply, MContent is hyper deflationary in nature as the
1% reflections occur with every transaction

10%

TEN PERCENT
Transaction fee

5%

FIVE PERCENT
Taken for LP building

4%

FOUR PERCENT
Content Creators Fund (“CCF”)

1%

ONE PERCENT
Redistributed to all holders

• MCONTENT is a tokenized content creation platform launched on Binance Smart Chain ‘Proof
of Staked Authority’ (PoSA) protocol
• All transactions within the official MCONTENT smart contract

0x799e1cf88a236e42b4a87c544a22a94ae95a6910

**

On 14th February 2022, MContent launched a custom Ethereum bridge built from scratch.
This Bridge allows users to trade on the eth networks to appeal to more investors and opens
us up to more exchanges.
• All transactions with the Ethereum smart contract for MContent:

0xD3c51de3E6DD9b53D7f37699AFB3EE3Bf9B9b3F4

**

**PLEASE NOTE – IF YOU FIND MCONTENT’S CONTRACT ADDRESS FROM A DIFFERENT SOURCE, APART FROM OUR TELEGRAM GROUP, OUR WEBSITE AND
WHITEPAPER, YOU RUN THE RISK OF LOSING YOUR ENTIRE INVESTMENT, DUE TO SCAMMERS ADVERTISING FAKE CONTRACTS. MCONTENT (M CONTENT
DIGITAL MARKETING LIMITED OR SEED PLATFORM INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY LLC) WILL NOT BE HELD ACCOUNTABLE FOR ANY FINANCIAL MISFORTUNES
SUFFERED BY YOURSELF, OUTSIDE OF OUR CONTROL. PLEASE SEEK INDEPENDENT FINANCIAL ADVICE FROM A REPUTABLE AGENT BEFORE COMMITTING YOUR
FUNDS TO OUR PROJECT. MCONTENT’S STAFF MEMBERS WILL NOT GIVE FINANCIAL ADVICE AND YOU MUST CHOOSE, WHICH IS THE RIGHT INVESTMENT FOR
YOUR OWN PORTFOLIO. LIKEWISE, IF YOU SEND YOUR MCONTENT TOKENS TO OUR CONTRACT ADDRESS BY MISTAKE, YOUR TOKENS WILL BE SWALLOWED UP
BY THE CONTRACT AND WILL NEVER BE RETRIEVABLE BY ANYONE. YOUR MISTAKE WILL MEAN YOU LOSE YOUR INVESTMENT WITH US. PLEASE ALWAYS
CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK THE ADDRESS YOU’RE SENDING YOUR MCONTENT TOKENS TO, BEFORE COMPLETING THE ORDER
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CONTENT CREATORS FUND
The MContent Token was launched with an initial seed fund of $1m in the Content Creators
pool through its sponsors. The tokenomics have been designed in a way that there is a 4%
contribution to the CCF every time there is a buy or sell transaction.
What is the address of the CCF wallet?

0x38A294f69ce947573bea45D94FbC450109FabBb5
The value of the MContent tokens within the CCF has already exceeded $9m within the first
nine month’s since the launch. This allows us to fund and sponsor thousands of film makers
and content creators around the world. Extend our reach, and increase the quality of the
productions.
Over the years, with the growth of the platform; the CCF will have enough funds to fuel a
content revolution through a self sustaining ecosystem powered by blockchain.
The platform will also have content trading and requisitioning functions where a fixed
percentage on all platform transactions will be returned into the CCF. Also, there is a payback
mechanism in all funding contracts where the artists will return 30% of their consolidated
earnings into the CCF. With the increasing Dollar value from the 4% transaction contribution
into the CCF, the token keeps growing in value.
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REVENUE STREAMS
CONTENT SYNDICATION AND LICENSING
Through the selling of IP and film rights for the various productions made under MOriginals
for global distribution to content streaming networks and partners.
SUBSCRIPTION ( MORIGINALS )
Within a few months from launch, the platform will remain free for users to take advantage of
the various rewards for their contributions to the platform. As we grow in scale, the platform
will move to a nominal subscription fee model where users will have to pay a nominal
subscription fee to use the services. This will be made through MContent tokens which they
are already earning on the platform.
ADVERTISING & SPONSORSHIPS
Advertising on the app and web platform in shape of pre rolls, mastheads, banners, native
advertising , and content partnerships & integrations
FE ATURED VIDEOS ( MBROWSE )
To get their videos featured at top places like leaderboards and mast heads, users will also be
allowed to pay MContent tokens to get the best slots and get their video content noticed.
Viewers can collect MContent tokens by watching / liking or subscribing these videos as set by
the video creator.
CINEVERSE TICKET SALES
Post our development on the Cineverse / Metaverse, users will be allowed to host / rent the
virtual cinema space to host their video content / movies and NFT art exhibitions by paying us
in MContent tokens.
NFT SALES
NFT sales proceeds from various activities planned with film launches and content production
CCF – CONTENT CREATORS FUND
Ultimately the CCF which is always there to provide liquidity to the platform and become a self
sustaining eco system which self funds and fuels the creation of content.
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EARN & BURN MECHANISM
For activities funded through the CCF – any revenue made through content syndication, content
acquisition, selling of film rights that have been funded through the CCF – 50% of the revenue
generated will be used to buy back tokens; these tokens will be burnt from the supply.
For activities on the platform that are not funded through the CCF – i.e. sales of NFT rights,
Revenue raised through content syndication which is not funded through the CCF or any other
activity of MContent not involving the CCF that earns revenue – 25% of the revenue made will be
used to buy MContent tokens to be burnt.

BURN MECHANISM
•
•

CCF activity revenue – 50% (Buy back & burn)
For any NON CCF activity revenue – 25% (Buy back & burn)
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REDISTRIBUTED TO ALL HOLDERS
In order to seed marketing and longevity of the project, MContent conducted a DxSale, followed
our launch on PancakeSwap in July 2021. The Liquidity Pool has an initial lock of one year
from launch and the MContent founder decided to lock as much as the DxSale would allow,
which was 95%. This figure is far more than similar projects who were listing before or at the
same time and maybe even since. This shows the vision the founder and the team have in this
project, from day one.

BSC PRE-SALE
• 1,400BNB SOFT CAP
• 2,800BNB HARD CAP
THE MAXIMUM 95% LP LOCKED FOR ONE YEAR UNTIL
JULY 2022.
Sold out in 3.47 minutes. Many similar projects usually
take all day to fill 300BNB Hard Cap.

ETH PRE-SALE
On February 14th, MContent launched their Ethereum bridge with a pre-sale. Our Softcap was
reached and 277 ETH were filled in only a few minutes! Our pre-sale was audited and KYC’d
(Know Your Customer)
Minimum Buy was at 0.1 ETH whereas the maximum buy was at 1 ETH. We had a total of 362
contributors who made our Ethereum launch a success!
Following the pre-sale, MContent got listed on Uniswap, which was then followed by a new
pairing (MCONTENT/ETH) on BitMart.
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THE ETHEREUM BRIDGE

BRIDGE.MCONTENT.NET
MContent launched on the ETH chain and in order to balance the liquidity & pricing we used
a popular launchpad with selected whitelisted erc20 spots. The bridge was launched with the
help of optimum calculations for the creation of LP pool on eth side so the price volatility on
one side doesn’t affect the other side. A customized bridge for MContent is huge, this was also
followed up with a PR / marketing campaign to drive more traffic to the project.
THE ETH bridge has been specially develeoped by MContent.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

DR. LAMEES HAMDAN

AHMED KHIZER KHAN

UMAIR MASOOM

CHAIRPERSON

BOARD MEMBER

BOARD MEMBER

ASAD UR REHMAN

STEFAN TIELEMAN

BOARD MEMBER

BOARD MEMBER
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PROFILES OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS

DR. LAMEES HAMDAN
Chairperson MContent

Dr Lamees hamdan is a serial entrepreneur and a believer in a healthier organic lifestyle.
She has launched several beauty companies and is a spokesperson (in Arabic and English)
for natural health and beauty through video blogs and panels. By training, Dr lamees is an
Integrative medical doctor and a graduate of the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland, and
the Andrew Weil Integrative Institute at the University of Arizona, and has also extensively
studied alternative therapies of southeast Asia, Europe and the Middle East. Dr Lamees is also
a herbalist and Naturopathic Practitioner.
Dr Lamees founded and directed several beauties start ups. She launched Shiffa, a luxury
organic skincare company due to her frustration at not being able to find premium organic
beauty products when pregnant with her first child. Shiffa is Sephora Middle East best selling
skincare line since launching in 2009, and is now avaliable in japan, Europe and the US. In
2019 Dr Lamees launched a supplement line, DL.MD. Dr Lamees connects with her followers
through her social media accounts @shiffabeauty , @theDLMD and snapchat Drlamees.
Dr Lamees is one of the Middle Easts active member in the arts. She spearheaded and acted
as curator for the UAE’s first and subsequent participation at the La Biennale de Venezia from
2007 to 2011. In 2009 Dr. Lamees Hamdan was bestowed with the Order of the Star of Italian
Solidarity for her work spearheading the first UAE National Pavilion at the 53rd International
Art Exhibition – la Biennale di Venezia, 2009. The order was officially bestowed on Dr. Lamees
Hamdan as Knight of the Order by the President of the Republic of Italy, The Honorable Giorgio
Napolitano by the signing of the Presidential decree in Rome, Italy. The order is granted to nonItalian citizens making a significant contribution to the country.
Dr Lamees is the co chair of the Guggenheim NYC Middle Eastern Circle and an active member
of the arts in the region and abroad supporting many art talks and publications
The entire MContent team is proud to have Dr. Lamees as our Chairperson
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PROFILES OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS

MR. AHMED KHIZER KHAN
Board member MContent

Mr. Ahmed Khizer Khan is the CEO of Daman Investments, a pioneer firm in the UAE’s financial
services industry. Mr. Khan is a globally recognized business leader, banker and change agent
with over three decades of global leadership experience. After an Honors degree in Economics
from Bucknell, and an MBA from Rutgers, he spent his formative years in USA, Central Europe,
UAE, and Pakistan with PWC and Citibank; before joining Barclays Global Retail and Commercial
Bank as its Chief Executive, Emerging Markets, responsible for 15 countries including highgrowth markets like India, UAE, Africa, Russia, Pakistan and Indonesia.
Mr. Khan served on the Barclays Board for several countries, working with the Global Chairman
on formulating strategies for the emerging markets. After an impactful stint at the Islamic
Corporation for the Development of the Private Sector, Jeddah, as its COO & Director Coverage,
Partnerships and Syndication, across 35 countries; he became the President & Chief Executive
Officer of Burj Bank Limited in Pakistan, where he turned around a small loss-making entity
into the fastest growing Islamic Bank in Pakistan.
Mr. Khan, with nearly three decades of international banking industry experience, took over
the reins at Daman Investments in 2016, with a mandate to reengineer the business. Under
his leadership, the company has increased footprint in new areas and won mandates for large
M&A and investment banking projects. In a short span of time, he has been instrumental in
achieving over 100% growth in profitability. He has led Daman Investments in conducting one
of the largest leveraged buyouts within the family-owned entities in UAE. Established in 1998,
Daman Investments has been actively offering investment opportunities to the institutional,
high net-worth, and retail customers in UAE and beyond. Currently Mr. Khan is also serving on
the Board of Deem Finance LLC; a leading consumer finance business in the UAE.
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ANCHOR INVESTOR &
SHAREHOLDER
MR. SHEHAB MOHAMED GARGASH

Mr. Shehab Gargash is a member of Dubai’s Gargash family, one of the leading business families
in the UAE. The family has been actively involved in various businesses since 1918 with multiple
interests that include automobile, real estate and investments.
In 2016, Mr. Gargash oversaw the closing of a 9-year project to consolidate the family business,
thereby creating a launch platform for the business as it enters its second century. Mr. Gargash
is the Managing Director & Group CEO of the Gargash Group.
Prior to establishing Daman, Mr. Gargash enjoyed a successful 12-year banking career in the
UAE, initially with Citibank and later with Emirates Bank International (now Emirates NBD).
Mr. Gargash serves as a Director on several regional boards. Mr. Gargash was a Board Member
of the Commercial Bank of Dubai in the UAE (2011 – 2018) and also served as a Board member of
Burj Bank in Pakistan (2006 – 2016). He currently also serves as a Board member of the Coutts &
Co. Middle East Advisory Board, the Dubai Chamber of Commerce and Industry and the UAE-UK
Business Council.
Mr. Gargash is a frequent public speaker and a commentator on regional socio-economic issues
and trends. He wrote a popular daily column in the UAE’s Al Ittihad newspaper from 1997 to
2008. Mr. Gargash is also an enthusiastic art collector and has established the Daman Middle
East Art Fund which invests in Middle Eastern contemporary art and supports regional artists.
Born in 1966, Mr. Gargash is married with four children. He holds an MBA and a BBA, both from
the George Washington University in Washington, DC, USA.
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Founder & CEO MContent
Umair Masoom
The Founder & CEO of MContent is a globally recognized marketing leader with almost two decades of
cross-cultural business leadership experience. Umair has an extensive background in Marketing &
Business strategy, Digital Transformation and Innovation, Media, Entertainment, Sports Broadcasting
and is a true believer in disruption through the Blockchain & Web3. Through his career he has worked
for some international brands from the media & entertainment, banking & financial services,
automotive as well as hospitality sectors. Within the media & entertainment sector, he has held
leadership positions in different media entities as the Commercial Chief for different content genres
such as TV Drama, Sports, Infotainment, Live Entertainment and Public sector broadcasting. During his
career, he also spent 7 years as a Banking and financial services marketer in the position of “Head of
Marketing” for several financial sector entities where he had worked on global fintech partnerships,
financial inclusion initiatives, global remittances, and digital banking solutions with some of the biggest
global & regional brands. His last held position was being the Group Chief Marketing Officer for
Gargash Group - one of the leading Business Conglomerates in Dubai, United Arab Emirates where he
was managing the marketing portfolio of more than twenty international & regional brands including
Mercedes-Benz, Daman Investments, Alfa Romeo, SIXT Leasing, GAC Motor, Gargash Real Estate and
several other brands in multiple business sectors.
He came up with the proposition of a decentralized content economy in early 2021 and was able to
launch the brand through a crypto launchpad based ICO in June 2021 with the support of an initial
seed investment round that was mainly led by his employer Gargash Group. The founder who
originally was not doxed to the community had unveiled his identity in August 2021 from the set of
MSeed: The World’s First Reality Show for funding of filmmakers. Later in the year, MContent
completed its Pre-Series A funding round after which Umair had moved as the full time CEO of
MContent and he also invited all the founding team members of MContent; that were scattered
globally; to join the MContent Dubai office.
Umair comes with a prolific educational background because of his commitment to continued learning
despite his humble beginnings where he started his career two decades ago as an advertising sales
executive for a small-time magazine. In addition to his MBA and BBA (Honors) degrees, Umair is
additionally qualified as a “Chartered Marketer” from Chartered Institute of Marketing, UK and has
completed a two year “Accelerated Leadership Executive Programme” from Hult Ashridge Executive
Education, UK. He is also qualified as a “Certified Islamic Finance professional” from National Institute
of Banking & Finance, Pakistan and he had also studied “International Journalism” from London School
of Economics, UK. Through the years, Umair has also written several blogs for different online
publications and has been a visiting faculty member of Marketing at several Universities with more
than 10 years of collective teaching experience.
As a blockchain and web3 enthusiast, Umair started researching on the crypto industry as an early
Bitcoin investor & trader in 2016 building a significant portfolio of cryptocurrency holdings over the
years. He has been a prominent speaker in Web3 space and has been a key-note speaker & panel
member in industry events across UK, UAE, USA, Europe and Asia. He is the Executive Producer of two
of the most globally recognized documentary films in Web3 namely “El Savador vs. World Bank” and
“Ripple vs. SEC Saga” – stories which were both originally conceived by him. He also founded the trend
of utility driven NFTs in the luxury consumable segment by conceiving & launching the World’s first
supercar utility NFT where multiple users were able to share the experience of a luxury supercar using
blockchain technology. His entrepreneurial achievements and interviews have been published in
leading global & regional media including Forbes, Forbes Middle East, Variety, Bloomberg, Gulf News,
AlBayan, Khaleej Times, Yahoo Finance, Coin Telegraph and Bitcoin.com.
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BEST IN CLASS TEAM

FOUNDING TEAM TO DELIVER MCONTENT BUSINESS PLAN

SOMAIR RIZVI
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER

Somair brings 16 years of experience in the field of brand building & advertising for various
multinational & start up brands helping them achieve business growth through strategic
brand consultation & integrated marketing solutions ranging across strategy, creative, digital
& social advertising to technology & media investment management solutions. Before joining
MContent Somair was Managing Director with Publicis groupe agencies Zenith & Leo Burnett
scaling businesses like LOreal, Reckitt Benckiser, GSK, Delivery hero, Ali baba ( Daraz.pk), Dubizzle
( OLX ), Line messenger etc. He has left his leadership position at Publicis to join MContent
fulltime.

Phil Mckenzie
CHIEF CONTENT OFFICER

Phil is the Co-Founder and COO of leading UK indie production and finance company Goldfinch,
and has joined as the CCO of Watch2Earn platform MContent. His strength lies in negotiating
and constructing partnerships at a corporate level (Epic Games, Talent House, Creative England,
ITV) and deals at a production level (credited on 50+ titles) as well as developing new revenue
streams and exploiting opportunities for content creation. He recently launched the web3
crowdfunding platform, FF3 becoming the first successful platform to raise funds for a film via
NFT rewards. He also launched Film3.Events at Cannes this year, a format they will be rolling
into other content festivals throughout the year. Prior to joining Goldfinch, Phil worked in
marketing, strategy and operations across a variety of sectors, including hospitality, food and
drink, professional services and entertainment and received an MA in Politics from Edinburgh
University.

TARIQ NASEER
HEAD OF SPECIAL PROJECTS & PR

A Marketing wizard with over eleven years of progressive responsibilities in marketing leadership
roles for leading multinational corporations managing Middle East and North African territories.
Expertise in strategic thinking, business planning, identifying and maximizing opportunities
across diverse business sectors. Founding member of the team and one of the original four to
be doxxed.
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MCONTENT TEAM
RYAN RIVIERA
HEAD OF CRYPTO OPERATIONS

Strategic BSC start-up Advisor experienced in industry, producing impactful and original content
and working internally with key stakeholders. Networking with influential industry partners,
contributing to the team through proven leadership and growing brand awareness. Personal
background in military and paramilitary work in multiple countries, making connections across
the globe and now dedicatedly working for MContent.

ZUHAIR JAWED
HEAD OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT & OPERATIONS

Zuhair gained is an MBA from a top business institute and a BS in Computer Sciences
before spending nearly 15 years in the Media industry within Pakistan. Having gained
experience through advertising, content marketing, content procurement, and sports
marketing. His computer sciences background gave him an interest in the emerging crypto
markets. Zuhair has played a key role within the MContent team, since inception.

TARIQ JASER
HEAD OF DIGITAL

Accomplished economist and strategy marketing manager, with broad expertise in
management and cultural trends. Skilled professional with critical thinking & strategic
planning, interpersonal skills, and strength-based team leadership. Adept at project
management, market research, data analysis, monitoring and controlling. A Strategic
Influencer and Public relator with networks in GCC, Europe, and MENA region.
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MCONTENT TEAM
FARUK “FRANKY” KASTRATI
GLOBAL HEAD OF TOKEN MARKETING

Franky started his career as a Quality Assurance tester for Activision, working on games like
Call of Duty: Ghosts, Call of Duty: Black Ops II and 007: Legends. Franky then moved to frontend development and ended up following his passion for digital marketing. Franky speaks three
languages, which has helped him to make a name for himself and allowed him to work on huge
crypto projects. As a digital enthusiast he has worked everything from small start-ups to the
provincial governments and now is fully dedicated to work on MContent

RAMI ZAHER
HEAD OF DESIGN AND USER EXPERIENCE

With over twenty years of extensive experience with a leading creative vision, identity & brand
creation, strategy and implementation, Rami is a digital and creative enthusiast who excels at
creating digital platforms and has been the leading creative & digital development force behind
various global brands. As an entrepreneur throughout his career, Rami has served government,
business and private clients leading the development of digital platforms and is now dedicated
to work on MContent

Sarah el Abdli
BRAND CONSULTANT

Over 11 years of experience of bringing start-ups to life to redefining legacy brands, I have helped
companies define or redefine their brand strategy and roll it out internally to help create the right
culture, and externally - from launching brand campaigns to recreating customer experiences.
Whatever issues you are facing, be it negative brand perception, a change in business strategy,
expansion into new territories, absorbing other brands through mergers, or a failure to connect with
your customers in the right way, I can help you put a brand strategy and plan in place to help you
achieve your goals.
.
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MCONTENT TEAM
OREVA SMITH OKATO
CONTENT SEEDING MANAGER

A premium IT consultant for almost fifteen years. Experienced CEO of an IT/Payment Solutions
company for over a decade, servicing millions of customers in both the Fintech and Power sector
in Africa. An expert in Project and Database Management, Web Development and Computer
Engineering. A forward moving individual who promotes advancement in personal and business
sectors.

CRAIG MCCARTHY
COMMUNITY MODERATION MANAGER

Craig was the Managing Director of his consultancy firm and has worked within corporate business,
in the UK for over three decades. A proven track record of working with UHNW Individuals, titled,
very senior and high-profile individuals in private, family and corporate environments and a
Middle Eastern Royal family. Within his blockchain tenure, Craig has established himself as an
individual who is respected by the community and has an eye for detail.

ELAD ASSOULINE
CREATION COMMUNITY MANAGER

Elad was the Managing Director of his own company which had multiple eCommerce online
stores. He has dealt with market research, competition analysis, arbitrage, and Search Engine
Optimization. His background was in the fitness industry, banking, certification & security for a
credit card company. Elad is a visionary, who sees how to connect different business models with
Cryptocurrency, which lead him to MContent.
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MCONTENT TEAM
LAWRENCE “JIGGY” BOAHEN
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT MANAGER

Jiggy as he like to be known, gained his Bachelor of Arts degree in 3D and Animation from the
University of Greenwich, London. He has worked on various crypto projects over the last two
years, creating their graphical literature and animations. Jiggy is Managing Director of his own
music production company and music label.

DASITH WAHALATHANTHRIGE
LEAD MODERATION MANAGER

An ambitious student in his final year completing his Bachelor’s degree at The Royal Melbourne
Institute of Technology, Dasith started his investments in Stocks and Shares before spotting the
opportunity in Cryptocurrency. Moving his portfolio over to this emerging market, Dasith noticed
MContent and became an early investor, giving his spare time to the project and earned himself
a place within the core team.
SAQIB PATHAN
CONTENT MANAGER

Saqib is a performance-driven marketing professional having nine years of experience in the
media communications and content industry across various markets. Strategic thinking and
leadership skills are what sets him apart. Before joining MContent, he was with Wavemaker
(GroupM) Philippines leading media and digital strategy of Tiffany & Co., Starbucks and Bumble.
He is passionate about flying aircrafts, playing musical instruments and capturing the beauty of
this world through the lens of a camera.

HAMZA KHAN
OPERATIONS MANAGER

Hamza is a young entrepreneur currently completing his degree with Hult International Business
School in London. Previously, he was studying in the USA then the UK before relocating back to
Dubai, UAE. At a young age, Hamza has shaped multiple start-ups and businesses, also been
associated with global organizations.
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MCONTENT TEAM
Teodora Koeva
NFT ARTISTS AND CONTENT CREATOR

NFT Artist and illustrator with experience of working in the design and luxury goods industry, driven
and self-motivated, with background also in social media content creation and photography

Niraj Puran Rao
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

Niraj Puran Rao is a jack of all trades and master of a few. From starting his career as a
professional athlete to starring in reality shows to currently using his creative and Web3 expertise
for developing the Mcontent content slate , he has worked for Dharma Productions and Guardian
Link, both leaders in the content production and Web3 space. He brings his varied experience ,
ideas and contagious energy to the table.

Andrea Seiti
SOCIAL MEDIA TEAM LEADER

Andrea Seiti is from Italy, with experience in social media management in Dubai in various
fields. Her extensive background grants her a deep knowledge of how social media work in the
broadcasting and content market."
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MENTORING AND ADVISORY TEAM
SYED NADEEM HUSSAIN
ADVISOR AND SHAREHOLDER

Nadeem’s background in international banking which covers over 40 years, is impressive even
to most bankers. International names like Citigroup, TMFB, HK Commodities Exchange and even
the Pakistan Governmental Investment Advisory Board, proving a solid financial knowledge and
a wealth of experience. Guest speaker experience at top universities in the USA and a Global
Leader Award, presented in 2011 by the C5 in Geneva.

ASAD UR REHMAN
ADVISOR

Asad’s media background in the blue chip company, Unilever spans over continents and he
currently manages the Middle East and North Africa regions for media investment. Previous
companies include Mindshare and Group M where he managed local and global positions, from
their London HQ. Asad is also the founding Chair of The Marketing Society, Middle East chapter
and also sits on the board of the IAA UAE.

SATHISH SUBBIAH
INVESTMENTS ADVISOR

Sathish brings a wealth of experience from the corporate banking sector, for brands like Morgan
Stanley, UBS WM, Barclays WM, Lloyds Private Bank, Plurimi Wealth LLP and more recently Fiducia
Capital Ltd, UAE. Having worked for UHNWI’s across most continents, Sathish has experienced
most cultures and brings pedigree financial experience, to us here at MContent.
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MENTORING AND ADVISORY TEAM
SHAHRYAR REZA
MENTOR & ADVISOR

Shahryar Reza is a London-based investor, advisor, and social impact entrepreneur.
He is the President of Planet N Group, a growth-markets oriented high-tech and social impact
investment firm dedicated to development through digitization across sectors including
fintech, e-health, digital media, e-commerce, e-logistics and beyond.
Shahryar is an Advisory Board Member at Young Hollywood, MContent, Tapmad TV, Bongo,
Simpisa, Fifth Journey, Dionz Education and Yolo and has been a guest speaker on
Development Through Digitisation and the Emerging Markets Technological Revolution at
Harvard, Columbia, Wharton, Georgetown, Princeton, Westminster School, Access Alts Asia,
CogX and BNP Paribas.

MOHAMMED ALI
MENTOR & EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

Mohammed is an Emmy Award winning filmmaker with a career spanning over a decade. He
has worked on hard hitting documentaries across the globe and has recently pivoted towards
development. He enjoys projects that depict multiculturalism as witnessed through historical
context. At MContent he works as a Mentor and an Executive Producer for the MOriginals content.

INES SABIANE
MENTOR

Ines is a media entrepreneur with over 15 years of industry experience. She runs her own
boutique production house serving global media agencies, corporate and individual clients with
their digital content and marketing needs. International client brands include Google, Cartoon
Network Arabia, Sephora, Jaguar and Toyota to name but a few. Ines is also popular vlogger
showing home and lifestyle content. MContent are pleased to have her as one of their mentors.
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MENTORING AND ADVISORY TEAM
URVA MUHAMMED
ADVISOR

Urva Muhammad, currently Marketing Director- Digital Transformation Reckitt Canada is a
seasoned professional with over 16 years of career working for top brands in North America,
Middle East and Asian regions. He is considered to be a guru when it comes to leading the way
on Media and Digital Transformation for large businesses.
Urva is passionate about Block Chain, Reality TV and enabling budding entrepreneurs. This makes
him a perfect fit for MContent advisory board as he shall be bringing his experience, energy and
entrepreneurship to fuel MContent’s ambition to become the greatest tech and content startup
spreading its wings across the globe.

MOUSUB SASHAA
CEO & FOUNDER ARABGT.COM

Co founder and CEO of ArabGT.com, the largest automotive media outlet in Arabic with over
12 million readers & subscribers.

Gaurav Dhar
CEO – Marshal Fintech Partners, Tech advisor, Mentor

Gaurav Dhar is the CEO of the Payments Solution Provider Marshal in Dubai. Gaurav has been working
at Marshal for over 19 years now. He strives to continually be on the frontier of building FinTech
ecosystems and solutions. His personal time is spent on working with and investing directly in
innovators, with a view to the future of Fintech both locally and globally via his cache of relationships
which include VCs, incubators, accelerators, and start-ups and Angel Syndicates.
In his position as a board member of the MENA FinTech Association and several advisory positions to
international family offices, start-ups and funds, he looks to grow the relationships within the FinTech
and start-up ecosystem to contribute towards the education of budding disruptors and eventually the
growth of economies and the job market where possible in the MEA Region and abroad.
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MENTORING AND ADVISORY TEAM
THOMAS LIN

Startup mentor and fintech advisor at 500 Global (startups)

Startup mentor and fintech advisor at 500 Global (startups) in Singapore. Ex-resident mentor
at LGU+ in Korea. Ex-regional Director of Mobile Money team at Standard Chartered Bank
and chief executive on Tencent WeChat Partnership. Founding member of SC Ventures.
Futures, Crypto and Forex Trader. INSEAD MBA and HBS Online graduate.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/thomas-lin-3188b613/

Anndy Lian
Intergovernmental Blockchain Expert . Best Selling Book Author . Investor . Board Member .

Anndy Lian is an all-rounded business strategist with more than 15 years of experience in Asia. He
has provided advisory across a variety of industries for local, international & public listed
companies. Anndy played a pivotal role in not-for-profit and quasi government linked organizations.
An avid supporter for incubating start-ups, Anndy has investments in a few health-related
companies. He believes that what he is doing for blockchain technology currently will revolutionise
and redefine traditional businesses.
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GROUP SUPPORT FUNCTIONS
AISHA M. AL SHAREEF
CHIEF HUMAN RESOURCES OFFICER

Aisha Al Shareef joined Daman Investments in 2018, In her role, she is responsible for shaping and
implementation of the human capital governance framework, strategy, policy, processes and tools.
Aisha brings over 17 years of experience in human resources and professional development.
Prior to joining Daman Investments, Aisha was Chief Administrative Officer at Amanat Holdings, where
she focused on the performance of each department, the culture and day-to-day operations. Before
Amanat, Aisha was Executive Director, Talent and Organizational Development for Dubai Holding
where she was responsible for developing L&D strategies, performance management, succession
planning and training.
Aisha is a recognized expert on human resource concerns and has spoken on panels around the world on
a wide range of topics including Emiratization, succession planning, enabling human capital to achieve
its potential.
Aisha holds a Master of Science in Project Management from British University in Dubai in
association with The University of Manchester in UK.

JANTI BIYOUK
FINANCIAL CONTROLLER

Janti Biyouk joined Daman Investments as Financial Controller in 2019. Janti is a certified public
accountant from California Board of Accountancy with over 18 years of extensive experience in
financial services and asset management with leading market players, across various functions
including finance, budgeting & forecasting.
Prior to joining Daman Investments, Janti was Head of Finance at ADS Holding & Securities LLC. for the
past nine years supporting the firm’s Financial Strategy and Operations as well as managing analysis,
cash flow performance, consolidated reports & business risks for the group. Janti rotated across
various positions in Dubai, covering the Middle East Oil & Gas region as Financial Controller prior to
the latest position back in Dubai. In a previous role, Janti was managing various accounting activities at
Schlumberger Technical Services, prior to that he started his career as an external Auditor with KPMG
Dubai.
In his current role, he is responsible for end to end accounting process, financial project
management, financial controls, reporting and for supporting the management in strategic matter.
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GROUP SUPPORT FUNCTIONS
RASHA HALOUB
SENIOR LEGAL COUNSEL

Rasha is a qualified lawyer with sixteen years of legal experience gained in the UAE. Her practice
focuses on Corporate & Commercial, M&A, Corporate Governance and Regulatory & Compliance.
Prior to joining Gargash Group, Rasha was a Senior Legal Counsel with PricewaterhouseCoopers Legal
overseeing the Corporate Structuring & Restructuring practice. She played an instrumental role on
several major business transformations and restructuring processes, working closely with fortune
500 companies, major family groups and HNWs. Rasha also advised regional governments on
major policy shifts and reform, including legislative drafting.
Prior to PwC Legal, Rasha gained extensive corporate commercial and governance experience the
international law firm Chadbourne & Parke advising Corporate and Private Equity clients on regional
cross-border mergers and acquisitions.
Early in her career, Rasha acquired unique viewpoint and international experience from Premier Foods
International subsidiary in Dubai; assisting on commercial, corporate, employment, IP, real estate
and competition matters. Prior to that, Rasha gained legislative exposure through advising
governmental bodies on intricate economic and democratic reform during her years with Strategic
Communications Group.

WALID HIZAOUI
CHIEF STRATEGY OFFICER

Walid Hizaoui joined Daman Investments in 2018. Currently the Head of Strategic Planning and PMO,
he is responsible for planning and implementing turnaround strategies in companies. Working in
collaboration with senior management he develops strategy and goals that are clearly defined and
capable of being cascaded across organizations.
Walid also leads on our Corporate Innovation Lab initiative, which he is developing to deliver
innovative solutions for deployment across multiple sectors. Before joining Daman Investments, Walid
was Senior Strategy Consultant at Swicorp (Previously Numu Consulting) where he worked
with Governments, international organizations and private sector companies , including banking and
hospitality, and most notably the World Bank and IFC. He holds a Master’s Degree in Quantitative
Finance from Peking University, China and a Bachelors degree from HEC. He was also Fulbright finalist
and SUSI participant at the University of Connecticut.
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GROUP SUPPORT FUNCTIONS
HAFIZ M. USMAN SARWAR
HEAD OF FINANCE

Mr. Hafiz Usman Sarwar has over 8 years of in-depth experience in several jurisdictions. His
professional career started with KPMG where he gained extensive knowledge and experience in
Audit & Advisory Services. Subsequently he worked in diverse industries including Non-Banking
Financial Institute, FMCG, and Large Family office. Moreover, he has been recognized as a Fellow
of the Association of Chartered Certified Accounts (FCCA & UAECA) . He specializes in Financial
Reporting, Audit, and Taxation including VAT and Business evaluation/analysis, Internal Audit,
and Risk Management.
In addition to working with Daman Investments, he has prior experience of over four years in
UAE and Pakistan.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS
MCONTENT FOUNDER DOXXED
MCONTENT INITIAL TEAM DOXXED
PRIVATE INVESTMENT FROM AN
EXTERNAL INVESTOR ($3M)
MCONTENT REMAINING TEAM
DOXXED & MOVED TO DUBAI ON
FULL-TIME EMPLOYMENT STATUS
STAFF MEMBERS FUNDED TO JOIN
OFFICE
MULTIPLE EXCHANGE LISTINGS
COLLABORATION WITH PWC
MSEEDS INITIAL FUNDING SERIES
STAFF MEMBERS FUNDED TO
JOIN OFFICE
DUBAI OFFICE SET UP
MCONTENT CINEVERSE
LAUNCH EVENT
APP LAUNCH COMMERCIAL
WITH SUPERCAR BLONDIE
ETHEREUM BRIDGE LAUNCHED
ETHEREUM CONTRACT FOR
MCONTENT LAUNCHED
COLLABORATION WITH PWC
FOR CINEVERSE EVENT
AT PALM JUMEIRAH DUBAI

FIRST CINEVERSE IN THE
METAVERSE PROMO REVEALED

MCONTENT PLATFORM READY
FOR LAUNCH ON WEB & MOBILE
THROUGH APP STORES
SUPER CAR BLONDIE
PARTNERSHIP REVEALED
MULTIPLE BLOCKCHAIN EVENT
PARTNERSHIPS
PARTNERSHIP WITH ONE OF THE
BIGGEST MUSIC EVENTS FOR MLIVE
TRACKER LISTINGS
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MARKETING ROADMAP
MARKETING
• Aggressive global marketing campaigns
with app launch planned across social
& digital channels with a budget of $500k
for 2 initial months from May end 2022.
• Social media & influencer campaigns and
PR burst in leading c r y p t o &
c o n t e n t publications of the world.
• Partnership at major blockchain events
around the world. CED Expo , Blockchain
conference, Agora global blockchain
congress etc.

PUBLICATIONS / MEDIA
• COIN TELEGRAPH, BITCOIN.COM,
Coin quora, bitcoin insider,
• Bloomberg, yahoo finance, gulf
news
• 100+ Online Publications
• 50+ Crypto Blogs

Click on the logos to link to the news articles

NON-BLOCKCHAIN
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CLICK HERE FOR
FULL VIDEO

Alexandra Mary Hirschi (Supercar Blondie)
Kevin O’Leary (Shark Tank)
Riya Sen (Filmstar)
Nayeb Bukele (President of El Savador)
Arab GT (Auto Youtubers)
Perez Hilton (Celebrity)
Lillaic Band (Musicians)
Nadia Hussain (Influencer)
Humayun Saeed (Actor)
M. Ali Sheikh (Filmmaker/ Emmys Winner)

BLOCKCHAIN/ CRYPTO
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ben Armstrong (1Mn YT Followers)
Peter McCormack (0.5 Mn YT)
Conor Kenny (100K YT)
Crypto Wendy (100K YT)
Tyler Hill (60K YT)
UpNext Crypto (100k YT)
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EVENTS
CLICK ON THUMBNAIL TO VIEW EVENT VIDEO

CINEVERSE

WATCH HERE

WATCH HERE

WATCH HERE

EXPO 2020

WATCH HERE

WATCH HERE

WATCH HERE

GLOBAL BLOCKCHAIN
CONGRESS DUBAI

WATCH HERE
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EVENTS & ACTIVITIES
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PRESS COVERAGES
CLICK ON THUMBNAIL TO VIEW ARTICLE

CLICK TO VIEW

CLICK TO VIEW
CLICK TO VIEW

CLICK TO VIEW

CLICK TO VIEW
CLICK TO VIEW

CLICK TO VIEW

CLICK TO VIEW
CLICK TO VIEW

CLICK TO VIEW

CLICK TO VIEW
CLICK TO VIEW
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AMA
CLICK ON THUMBNAIL TO AMA VIDEOS

NFT ANNOUNCEMENT

MCONTENT X HUOBI GLOBAL

TECH UPDATE

MOMENTUM MAY ANNOUNCEMENT

MCONTENT X BINANCE KOL INFLUENCER (ANDRE)
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AMA
CLICK ON THUMBNAIL TO AMA VIDEOS

CONOR KENNY AMA WITH UMAIR

TYLER HILL X MCONTENT

BUSINESS PRESENTATION AMA

MCONTENT PLATFORM PREVIEW AMA

IMPORTANT UPDATES ABOUT THE PROJECT
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AMA
CLICK ON THUMBNAIL TO AMA VIDEOS

CONOR KENNY AMA WITH UMAIR

TYLER HILL X MCONTENT

BUSINESS PRESENTATION AMA

MCONTENT PLATFORM PREVIEW AMA

IMPORTANT UPDATES ABOUT THE PROJECT
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MEDIA ROOM
CLICK ON THUMBNAIL TO PLAY VIDEO
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FINANCIAL ROADMAP
The figures below relate to USD unless otherwise stated.
COMPANY VALUATION:
Capital Raised:
Pre IDO:
IDO / DX Sale:
Institutional Investment:
HIGHEST MCAP:
CURRENT MCAP:

$50m
$13m
$270,000
$800,000
$13m
$130m
$84m (As of 05/02/2022)

INVESTMENT 2021:
Content Projects:
Development Block Chain & Platforms:
Marketing & Influencers:
Exchange Listings & Liquidity:
Operations & Team:

$6m
$2m
$600,000
$1.2m
$1.4m
$800,000

INVESTMENT 2022 Q1.1:

$6m
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BUSINESS ROADMAP

JUNE 2021
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Q3 2021
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intro Website Launch
Team Introduction
TechRate Audit
Marketing & Billboard
Mentor & Celebrity Sign Ups
Beta Platform Sneak Peak
Doxxing Phase One
Announcements From Mentors Committee
First MOriginals Signing

Beta App Launched
BSC Token Launch
BKEX Listing
CoinGecko Listing
Bitmart Listing
Github Listing
MSeed Reality Show
Solidity Finance Audit
Doxxing Phase Two
Corporate Restructuring
CMC Listing
Mega Exchange Listings x 2
First Fifty Projects Funded
First Four MOriginals Promotions & BTS
Production Phase One
International Partnered Talent Hunt
PD Advanced Implementation
Billboards & Publications

Q4 2021
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Launch of MTrade, MBrowse and MWork
Global Inductions
Contracting Structure with Producers
Full Platform Launch with Complimentary
Subscription to Token Holders
First Ten Projects Publishing
International Publishing Partnerships
International Corporate Establishment
First Animated Webseries “Alex Got Rekt”

*PLEASE NOTE – DUE TO THE WORLDWIDE VIRUS PANDEMIC OF COVID-19, DELAYS IN TRAVEL, PRODUCTION, EDITING ETC WERE INEVITABLE AND OUT OF
MCONTENT’S CONTROL.
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BUSINESS ROADMAP

Q1 2022*
• Partnership Expansion Program
• Payment Gateway Integration
• Content acquisition & partnerships for
populating content
• First MContent Original Web Series
announced
• Partnerships with big influencers
• MLive – Partnerships with global events for
Live Stream
• Updated website to go Live
• Monetization on Platform
• Top 10 exchange Listing

Q2 2022
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Q3 2022
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Major Movie projects in US & Asian Markets
Bigger & Better MSeeds Reality TV Show
MSeed 50 Project Seed WIP
Mega NFT based film project announcement
Global Independent filmmakers conference
MContent first MOriginal Webseries reveal
New cross-chain exchange bridge
Major app functionality upgrades
Multi-language Support added on Platform

Major Over the Top Collaborations
MOriginals - First Film Release
MOriginals Blockchain series new episode release
MLive – Live Stream platform to be launched
Huge NFT project announcement
First concert to be streamed live on MLive
MContent – Collaborations with influencers
Partnership with CEX Dubai
Partnership with Crypto Expo Singapore
Wallet & Swap functionality on Platform
NFT & BTS NFT Collection Launch
Website V2
App analytics and advertising on platform
First Cineverse in the Metaverse Experience center
in Dubai

Q4 2022
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blockchain meetups
Major Hollywood celebrity announcement
Major YouTuber announcement
Blockchain series
1 Million app downloads
Amplify Watch hours on MOriginals
Major sporting event partnership
Music festival event partnership
Gaming partnership
In-App Merchandize
Publish 2023 roadmap
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CONNECT WITH US

LIKE US
FOLLOW US
CONNECT WITH US
CHAT WITH US
WATCH US
VISIT US
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FAQs
1. WHAT IS MCONTENT IN A NUTSHELL?
An automated self-sustaining collaborative ecosystem that fuels content creation and also rewards our
investors. In summary, MCONTENT is the content revolution powered by Blockchain.
2. WHAT IS THE CENTRAL IDEA & CORE PURPOSE?
We have built a collaborative content ecosystem with the core purpose of seed funding, incubating and
curating film makers, YouTubers and content producers around the world. This platform creates direct
financing and investments for deserving content creators, film professionals and media artists who have
the talent but not the resources giving them access to global investors and audiences.
3. HOW WILL THESE CONTENT CREATORS BE FUNDED?
MCONTENT launched with an initial seed fund of $1m (USD) in the Content Creators Fund through its
sponsors. Currently the (CCF) holds a value of $9m (USD). The tokenomics have been designed in a way
that there is a 4% contribution to the Content Creators Fund every time there is a buy or sell transaction.
With this function within the deployment contract, the value of the Content Creators Fund is expected to
grow massively over time meaning that the platform will sponsor thousands of film makers and content
creators around the world. The platform has a content trading and requisitioning function where a fixed
percentage of all transaction incomes will be returned to the Content Creators Fund. There is a payback
mechanism in all funding contracts, where the Content Creators return 30% of their consolidated
earnings back into the Content Creators Fund. Therefore, the Content Creators Fund will continually
grow with the increasing value of the token, as the dollar value of the 4% Transaction Contribution will
keep flourishing.
4. WHO IS GOING TO DECIDE WHICH CONTENT CREATORS WILL GET THE ALLOCATION FROM
THE CCF?
We believe that the Content Creators Fund does not belong to the MCONTENT team but it is actually
owned by the investing community as a whole. We have built a team of mentors including senior film
makers, artists, influencers and content creators who have formed a committee making all seed funding
decisions. These experts review all applications and the shortlisted applicants are shown to the
investment community in live AMAs. The investing community will be included in the process, as much as
it can.
5. WHO ARE THE MEMBERS OF THE MENTORING COMMITTEE AND HOW MANY APPLICATIONS
See the whitepaper for an introduction to our mentors. Hundreds of established and aspiring Content
Creators around the world have already submitted their applications for pre-qualification to the CCF that
has been setup by MCONTENT.
6. OTHER THAN SEED FUNDING FOR CONTENT CREATORS, WHAT OTHER FUNCTIONS DOES THE
MCONTENT PLATFORM HAVE?
The CCF is an essential part of the MCONTENT ecosystem however, this is just one of the many functionalities that
the platform has. This platform is a self- sustaining community driven ecosystem that fuels the creation, trade,
consumption, and production of content around the globe. The functionality on the platform includes content
seeding, buying, selling, NFT trading, co-creation, requisitioning, publishing, streaming, consumption and so much
more.
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FAQs
7. HOW ARE THE CONTENT PLATFROM AND CRYPTO CONNECTED?
Every success of MContent will directly be given back to reward holders. 50% of revenue
utilizing productions from the Content Creators Fund and 25% from every other revenue
made by MContent ( NFT’s, Cineverse, Subscription, etc.) will be used to buy back and burn
directly from the market. This means that the growth of the crypto fills the CCF to make
content and the growth of the content directly grows the value of our holders.
8. WHERE CAN I GET THE CONTENT PLATFORM?
The full content platform is currently available in the Apple App store and Google Play store.
You as a content creator can start earning MContent tokens from your very first view and as a
viewer you can earn tokens just by consuming content. The content platform hosts our
MOriginals we have created ourselves along with the seed funded content from other content
creators. Finally, if you have content, you have already made, you can publish this content on
our platform and start earning.
9. HOW IS MCONTENT’S SEED FUNDING DIFFERENT FROM ANY REGULAR CROWD
FUNDING WEBSITE?
The concept of crowd funding is usually associated with charity, a start-up company or a onetime collection. The CCF is not a charitable transaction as the investors (or token holders) have
a substantial inherent benefit in this investment. The content investors in this case are
contributing to an exceptional cause and at the same time receiving substantial gains on their
investment as the growth of this ecosystem may reap multiple financial rewards for the
investors. Investments can go down as well as up. Always seek the advice of an IFA.
10. IF ALL THE MONEY WILL BE GIVEN TO ASPIRING CONTENT CREATORS, HOW WILL
MCONTENT AS A PLATFORM MAKE MONEY?
The platform’s revenue streams will be as follows:
• The platform will allow for content trading, auctioning and requisitioning. All transactions on
the platform will have a fixed commission percentage for MContent which will be equally
distributed between the platform development and the CCF. The CCF then runs the Earn &
Burn function.
• MContent has a separate revenue line named “MOriginals” which comprises all of our
original projects created under direct supervision of the MContent with complete IP and
content rights belonging to the platform. The initial MContent originals have already been
released and sold and include other films, an original comedy web series, an animated series,
an original reality show and an original music album.
• In-App and web advertising revenue will also be a significant source of revenue.
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FAQs
11. WHAT IS A FOCUS TOPIC AND WHY IS “MASS ADOPTION OF BLOCKCHAIN” THE FIRST
FOCUS TOPIC?
MCONTENT will always allocate a percentage of the Content Creators Fund for the original projects
as this will ensure long term sustainability and profitability for the project. Every quarter there will
be three to four global original projects funded by MCONTENT. The first focus topic is blockchain
mass adoption as it ties in with the purpose of our existence. We are fueling the content revolution
using the power of blockchain and mass adoption is the greatest need of the hour for the crypto
world. We are creating powerful original content on the subject in order to tell the entire world
about the huge potential of the blockchain via exceptional storytelling, original humour and music.
Users do not need to hold MContent tokens to use the content platform but will earn tokens just by
using.
12. HOW DOES THE MCONTENT CINEVERSE WORK?
We help fund, curate and give content creators an audience. The next step in this process is giving all
content creators and film makers their cinema experience in the metaverse to a global audience. We
will do this through NFT’S. If a content creator or film maker is interested in having this cinema
experience inside of our virtual Cineverse, we will mint NFT’s on our platform as tickets for their
premier. NFT’s sold will grant their content to be loaded on the VR devices and sent worldwide to
anyone that has purchased the experience.
13. HOW DOES THE MCONTENT ETHEREUM BRIDGE WORK?
The Ethereum Bridge is a custom bridge made by MContent. This allows investors to easily swap
their MContent tokens between Binance Smart Chain and the Ethereum Chain. We did this to appeal
to more investors and more exchanges. We moved tokens from our first contract on BSC to ETH. We
did NOT and NEVER will, mint more tokens and add to our supply.
14. WHAT IS MCONTENT NFT MARKETPLACE?
MContent NFT Marketplace is currently set up on Opeansea.io. On our marketplace we have major
NFT Projects in production. Our first project is a partnership with a major world automotive brand.
The second is a content partnership with a big influencer and content creator. Both projects are first
of their kind in their own way. Along side of these two projects we have character NFT’s to be made
from all of our produced content. We also have NFT’s for our Cineverse events, local and worldwide.
15. HOW DO USERS EARN TOKENS THROUGH THE MCONTENT PLATFORM?
The MContent platform provides its users the opportunity to earn MContent tokens through various
actions such as downloading the app, referral program, watching videos, subscribing to channels etc.
Since MContent intends to provide content creators with the opportunity to earn what they deserve,
the platform allows content uploaders to earn tokens against the first view on their upload.
Uploaders also get monetized for various other actions. Token allotment per action is mentioned
under the ‘how to earn’ section on the platform.
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FAQs
16. WHERE DO WE FIND MCONTENT PLATFORM ?
The MContent platform is available through the web at www.mcontent.net as well as mobile apps on
Google Play for android and Apple Store for iOS devices.
17. CAN THE TOKENS BE TRANSFERRED ?
MContent tokens earned on the MContent platform can be transferred to any Binance smart chain
wallet or exchange. Although it is recommended that the wallet addresses provided on the platform is
for either trust wallet or meta mask, as most exchanges keep changing the addresses and it may
become a challenge to track these changes.
18. WHAT ARE THE APP GUIDELINES
The user agrees to keep their posted content within the following guidelines, or risk losing their video
having it removed from MContent's App and if multiple offences have occurred, the user agrees with
these T&Cs and MContent removing their account from the App and forfeiting their accumulated
tokens accordingly.
a) No Nudity, either partial or full shall be shown by either Masculine or Feminine Pronouns or any
other Personal Gender Pronouns(PGP's), be them adult, children or babies. No sexual organs may be
shown, whether of a sexual nature or informative nature by any content creator and posted on
MContent's App.
b) No Beastiality of any nature may be shown. Any accounts showing sexual contact between a
human and non human, will forfeit their account, any tokens gained and their details/wallet address will
be blocked from future applications.
c) No Hate Speech, violence or incitement, as a by-product of Racism, Political, Religious, Gender,
Genocide nor Sexual Orientation will be tolerated and accounts will be removed and tokens gained will
be forfeited.
d) No Suicide shall be shown. Implied suicide is acceptable if contained within a story of uplifting
morals and a positive solution being sought.
e) No Child Safety Concerns. No Paedophilia, Abuse(physical or sexual), Religious, Race nor
Traditional views will be accepted nor tolerated and accounts will be removed. Tokens will be forfeited.
f) No Political Activism designed to divide communities shall be tolerated and accounts will be
removed. Tokens will be forfeited.
18. How do you Watch2earn on the platform?
The MContent platform is the worlds fully functional and live Watch2earn content ecosystem where
viewers can just by watching videos and films earn in MContent digital currency. Each video view, 50%
or completed results in MContent tokens being directly transferred to the wallets connected with each
individuals profiles.
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THANK YOU

If you believe in something from the
bottom of your heart with a good intent, all
the divine forces in the universe will start
working together to make it happen.
Paulo Coelho - Adaptation

